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This book is to help you to improve your skills in reading and speaking English, the English grammar and vocabulary.
All students need practice. There are a lot of different certain basic things in English. They cannot be mastered without a great deal of practice. In order to improve your English, you should try to make the most of your classroom time.
REMEMBER:
	Good learners know that a teacher cannot do everything.
	To make progress, you must take responsibility for your own learning. Learning English or other languages is like learning to ski or skate. Your teacher can show you what to do, but you must do it.
	People often remember things better when we work them out for ourselves, rather when we are simply told. Asking questions does not mean you are stupid. It is a vital part of the learning process.
	Speaking tasks, group work are not a waste of time. If you are asked to do this, it gives you a chance to use your English.
	Do more than give a ‘minimum response’. This will help you to be more confident with your English.
	No one can learn languages without making mistakes. Don’t worry about every little mistake, identify important mistakes and work on those.
	Your first languages can help you learn English, if some words or grammar structures are similar. But the less you rely on translation, the better you will communicate in English.
	It is never enough simply to know something. You must be able to do things with what you know.
Each unit here gives you the vocabulary of transport, words and expressions that will be useful to you and help you  understand written and spoken English.















This course is for the students studying English for scientific and technical purposes (ESP). The course is designed to familiarize the students of non-language higher educational institutions with the information on motor vehicles and electrical transport in particular.
The material has been specifically designed for  a variety of class environments and as the basis for individual and group work as well for self-study (marked ***).
This course consists of the nine units and is expected to be covered during at least 70 classroom hours and about 100 hours for self-study. These are:
Unit One. Education			Unit Six. Trolleybuses
Unit Two. Transport			Unit Seven. Trains
Unit Three. Cars			Unit Eight. Underground
Unit Four. Buses			Unit Nine. Heathrow
Unit Five. Trams.
Most of the units provide the learner of English with original texts from different sources.
Each unit contains:
	Pre-reading Activity which involves students’ own experiences when possible and motivates them to read.
	Text  which focuses on one type of transport.
	 Reading Comprehension which confirms the content of the text either in general or in detail.
	Vocabulary Focus which encourages students to work out the meanings from the context and reinforces the vocabulary further.
	Vocabulary Development with word-formation exercises which helps students improve the range of words and phrases for active or passive use.
	Vocabulary Exercises which are means of presenting and improving vocabulary.
	Grammar Focus which includes different aspects of the English grammar with rules and relevant exercises. These are:
Unit One. Direct and Indirect Speech
Unit Two. Uses of ‘one’, ‘ones’
Unit Three. Conjunctions
Unit Four. Participle
Unit Five. The Passive 
Unit Six. Comparative and Superlative  Adjectives
Unit Seven. Prefixes and Suffixes
Unit Eight. ‘Used to’
Unit Nine. ‘Have something done’.
	Speaking Practices serve as models to demonstrate how to use words and expressions in everyday conversations. The practical exercises give students additional practice in using words and conversational structures found in the unit.
UNIT ONE. EDUCATION

Pre – reading Activity

	What is education?
	How can you explain H. Spencer’s phrase ‘Education has for its objects the formation of character’?
	Ph. Chesterfield said ‘Wear your learning like your watch, in a private pocket; and do not pull it out and strike it, merely to show that you have one’. Do you agree? Say your reasons.

Make sure you know these words:

Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) – тест, що визначає знання та навички студента
community 				      – люди, які мешкають в одному місті
Bachelor of Arts (BA)                     – людина, яка має перший 
університетський ступінь освіти бакалавра з мистецтві
Bachelor of Science (BS)                – людина, яка має перший 
університетський ступінь освіти бакалавра з науки
Master of Arts (MA)		      – людина, яка має другий 
університетський ступінь освіти магістра з мистецтва
Master of Science (MS) 		      – людина, яка має другий 
університетський ступінь освіти магістра з науки
Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D)          – людина, яка отримала 
найвищий університетський ступінь доктора
tuition 				     – навчання
tuition fee				     – плата за навчання

1.	Read the Text										***
Education in the USA
Out of more than three million students who graduate from high school each year, about one million go on for ‘higher education’. It is not easy to enter a college at a leading university in the United States. Such a college may accept only one out of every ten who apply. At present there are over 3,300 different institutions of higher education in the USA with more than 12 million students.
Successful applicants at colleges of higher education are usually chosen on the basis of (a) their high school records which include their class rank, the list of all the courses taken and all the grades received in high school, test results; (b) recommendations from their high school teachers; (c) the impression they make during interviews at the university, which is in fact a serious examination; and (d) their scores on the Scholastic Aptitude Tests (SATs). The SAT is a test on mathematics and the English language, which was introduced in 1947. The SAT is taken in the 11th grade of high school (over 1,5 million high school students take it yearly). If a student gets 1600 scores it is considered as a good result, if he or she gets 400 scores such a result is considered to be poor. A SAT can be taken two or three times, so that the student can improve the results if he or she wishes to do so.
The system of higher education includes four categories of institutions: (1) the two-year, or community college, which is financed by the local authorities and which is intended to satisfy the needs of the local community in different professions. Tuition fees are low in these colleges, that is why about 40 percent of all American students of higher education study at these colleges. On graduation from such colleges American students can start to work or may transfer to four-year colleges or universities; (2) the technical training institution, at which high school graduates may take courses ranging from six months to three – four years, and learn different technical skills, which may include design, business, computer programming, accounting, etc., (3) the four-year college which is not part of a university. The graduates receive the degree of bachelor of arts (BA) or bachelor of science (BS), (4) the university, which may contain (a) several colleges for students who want to receive a bachelor's degree after four years of study; and (b) one or more graduate schools for those who want to continue their studies after college for about two years to re​ceive a master's degree (Master of Arts (MA) or of Science (MS) or a docto​ral degree (Ph. D. – Doctor of Philosophy, in some science). There are 156 universities in the USA.
Any of these institutions of one education may be either public or private. The public institutions are financed by the state. Of the four-year institutions 28 percent are public, and 72 percent are private, but most of students, about 80 percent, study at public institutions of higher education, because tuition fees here are much lower. If at the end of the 1980s tuition fees at private institutions were 12 thousand dollars a year and even higher, at public institutions they were two – five thousand dollars a year.
Many students need financial aid to attend college. When a family applies for aid, an analysis is made of the parents’ income. The aid may be given in the form of a grant, or stipend which the student doesn’t need to pay back. It may be given as a loan, which the student must pay back after college. The third type of aid may be given in the form of some kind of work, which the student has to do at the university or college, for which he gets some money. Most students work, especially during the summer vacation.
The academic year is usually nine months, or two semesters of four and a half months each. Studies usually begin in September and end in July. There are summer classes for those who want to improve the grades or take up additional courses. Students who study at a university or four-year college are known as undergraduates. Those who have received a degree after four years of studies are known as graduates. They may continue with their studies and research work for another two years as graduates in order to get a higher degree. The undergraduate students who study for four years are called as follows: (a) the first-year student is called a freshman; (b) the second-year student is called a sophomore; (c) the student of the third year is known as a junior; and (d) the fourth-year student – a senior.
During one term or semester a student will study four or five different subjects. The students’ progress is controlled through oral or written tests, term or course papers and a final examination in each course. Each part of a student’s work in a course is given a mark which helps to determine his final grade. A student's record consists of his grade in each course. College grades are usually on a five-point scale: A – is the highest mark and is usually equal to 5 points, B = 4, C = 3, D = 2, E or F means failure. The points make it possible to calculate the GPA (grade point average). Normally, a minimum GPA of 3,5 points is necessary to continue their studies at the college or university and to graduate.
Each college or university has its own curriculum. There are courses that every student has to take in order to receive a degree. These courses or subjects are called major subjects or ‘majors’. At the same time there are subjects, which the student may choose himself for his future life. These courses are called ‘electives’. A student has to earn a certain number of ‘credits’ (about 120) in order to receive a degree at the end of four years of college. Credits are earned by attending lectures or laboratory classes and completing assignments and examinations. One credit usually equals one hour of class per week in a single course during the semester.
Thus, we see that the American system of higher education gives the student much choice which he may realize according to his will. His achievements in his studies and future work depend upon himself. At the same time many Americans are not satisfied with the condition of higher education in their country. The high tuition fees make it difficult for low-paid American families to send their children to university. This is especially true for young people from minority groups – the Blacks, Asians, etc. Though much is spent by the state for education, American universities complain that these funds are becoming smaller with every new year. The equipment which is used at the universities for research is not modern enough, and the universities do not have the money to install new equipment. Under such conditions tuition fees are growing and many talented young people cannot receive higher education. Critics point out that one of every eight highly talented high school graduates does not go on to university or college, and only half the students who enter college for a bachelor’s degree actually achieve their aim. All these problems are widely discussed today in American society. 

2. Reading Comprehension
A. Understanding the reading.									***

1. What are the four conditions which every applicant must know to enter a
    college of higher education?
2. When does a graduate receive the BA or BS?
3. Why do most students study at public institutions of higher education?
4. How can a student receive financial aid from a college?
5. What is the difference between ‘majors’ and ‘electives’?
6. Does a student have to earn a certain number of ‘credits’ to receive a degree
    at the end of four years of college?
7. On what scale are college grades in the USA?

B. Complete the sentence with the best answer (A, B or C) according to the information in the text.

1. Out of more than three million students who graduate from high school each year
A. most of them continue their studies and receive higher education.
B. about one million go on for higher education.
C. about one half join the workforce.

2. The technical training institution is intended for high school graduates
A. to learn different technical skills and trades necessary for industry.
B. to develop their knowledge of foreign languages.
C. to receive the degrees of bachelor of arts, or of science.

3. Of the four-year institutions 28 percent are public and 72 percent are private, but
A. most of the students study at public institutions.
B. most of the students study at private institutions.
C. the tuition fee is the same for both types of higher school.

4. During one term or semester a student will study
A. four or five different subjects.
B. both majors and electives.
C. many subjects that he will need in future life.

5. Though much is spent by the state for education
A. American universities complain that these funds are becoming smaller with every new year.
B. American universities receive much support from rich people.
C. much money is received by the universities from their research
     programmes.

C. Find out whether the statement is true (T) or false (F) according to the information in the text.

1.	The SAT is a test on the English language and literature which can be taken  
     only once. (   )
2. Tuition fees are high in community colleges. (   )
3. The aid to a student may be given in the form of a grant, or stipend which
    the student must pay back after college. (   )
4. Those who study at a university or four-year college are known as
     undergraduates, and those who have received a degree after four years of
     studies are known as graduates. (   )
5. A first-year student is called a sophomore, and a second-year student – a 
    freshman. (   )
6. During one term or semester a student will study six or seven different
    subjects. (   )

3. Vocabulary Focus
A. Fill in the blank with the correct word.							***

1. It is not easy to enter a college or a university in the United States, because they may accept only one out of every ten who ____________ .
2. Applicants are usually chosen on the basis of their high school ____________.
3. Among the four types of higher education institutions there is the two-year, or ____________ ____________, which is financed by the local authorities and which is intended for local needs.
4. After four years of studies at a four-year college the graduates receive the degree of ____________ ____________ ____________, or ____________ ____________ ____________.
5. More students study at public institutions of higher education because ____________ fees here are much lower.
6. When a student applies for aid, an analysis is made of the parents' ____________ .
7. Many universities in the USA do not have the money ____________ new equipment which is necessary for research.

B. Find words in the text that mean the same or are similar to the following:

1. ____________        to place, fix (an apparatus) in position for use
2. _____________        money received during a given period
3. _____________        teaching
4. _____________        a payment for teaching
5. _____________ 	a man or woman who has taken the first university degree in arts or science
6. _____________ 	the holder of the second university degree in arts or science
7. _____________ 	a person who has received the highest university degree
8. _____________ 	the people living in one place, district or country; a community college
9. _____________ 	a test which discovers the knowledge and skills of the student




	With some new words it is possible to create several new words by adding suffixes.

A. Complete the table below using a dictionary. The first one has been done for you.








B. What suffixes can you add to these words?

a. examine 		b. interview		c. study			d. project
e. direct		f. research		g. demonstrate		h. supervise

5. Vocabulary Exercises




















g.	grant							   (autumn, spring, summer)
h.	interview						u.  undergraduate












1. experiment	a. higher educational institution where students are
                                                     taught a particular subject or skill.
2. report	b. a thorough test using scientific methods to discover
                                                     how someone or something reach under certain 
                                                     conditions.
3. test	c. a place where people living away from home can
                                                     stay and eat fairly cheaply.
4. academy			        d. an official piece of writing that carefully considers a 
                                                     particular subject, and is often written by a group of
                                                     people.
5. hostel	e. a set of questions, exercises or practical activities to
                                                     measure someone’s skill, ability or knowledge.

C. Find out what is ‘a degree’. Fill in the gaps with one of the words given in the box and read the short text about a degree.

    Bachelors        Master         Doctor                degree    final exam       research       qualification       thesis

A Degree
A degree is an academic (1) _______________ awarded at most universities and colleges upon completion of a higher education course (a first (2) ________________) or a piece of (3) _______________ (higher degree). If students pass their (4) _______________ at the end of a three-year course, they get their first degree. Students with first degree become (5) _______________ of Arts or Science (B.A. or B.S.). If they want to go a step further and become (6) _______________ of Arts or Science, they have to write an original paper, or (7) ______________, on some subject based on short period of research, usually soon after graduation. If students wish to teach in a university, they will work for higher degree of a (8)_______________ of Philosophy – a Ph.D. For this they will have to carry out some important research work.

D. Read the text. Find synonyms of the underlined words in the text. Look at the box.													***

a degree       disciplines            go to                  a grantlast          obtain            succeed in             studying for

Studying at University (in England and Wales)
If you want to (1)enter university, you must first (2)pass examinations that most students take at the age of eighteen (called ‘A’ levels). Most students take three ‘A’ levels (three examinations in three different (3)subjects) and they must do well in order to (4)get a place at university because the places are limited. At the moment, approximately 30% of young adults go to university in Britain.
If you get a place at university, the teaching is free, and some students also receive (5)money to pay for living expenses, e.g. food and accommodation as well. Students at university are called undergraduates while they are studying for their first degree.
Most university courses (6)go on for three years, some courses last four years, and one or two courses, e.g. medicine, may be even longer. During this period students can say that they are studying history, or (7)doing a degree in history, for example. When they finish the course and pass their examinations, they receive (8)the qualification when they complete a university course successfully. This can be a BA or a BS.

6. Grammar Focus
Direct and Indirect Speech
A.
Direct speech is the exact words someone said. We use quotation marks in Direct speech.Example: He said, ‘I’ll wait for you.’Reported or Indirect speech is the exact words meaning what someone said but not the exact words. We do not use quotation marks in Reported speech.Example: He said that he would wait for me.Reported StatementsTo report statements we use a reporting verb (say, tell, advise, promise, explain etc.) followed by a that-clause. In spoken English that may be omitted.Pronouns and possessive adjectives change according to the meaning.Example:Direct speech: He said, ‘I can’t fix it myself’.Reported speech: He said he couldn’t fix it himself.Certain words change as follows:Direct speechReported speechthistheseherecanwillmaymustthatthosetherecouldwouldmighthad toExample: ‘This is my book’, he said.He said that was his book.When the reporting verb is in the Past the verb tenses change as follows:Direct speechReported speechPresent Simple‘I can’t remember his name’, she said.Present Continuous‘She’s speaking to Joe’, he said.Present Perfect‘I’ve bought you some flowers’, she said.Past Simple‘He lost all the money’, she said.Future‘I’ll see you later’, he said.Past SimpleShe said she couldn’t remember his name.Past ContinuousHe said she was speaking to Joe.Past PerfectShe said she had bought me some flowers.Past PerfectShe said that he had lost all the money.ConditionalHe said he would see me later.Time expressions change as follows:Direct speechReported speechtonight, todaythis week/month/yearnownow thatyesterdaylast night/week/month/yeartomorrownext week/month/yeartwo days/months/years etc.ago‘He arrived last week’, she said.that night, that daythat week/month/yearthen, at the time, at once immediatelysincethe day beforethe	previous night/week/month/yearthe day after, the following day the following week/month/yeartwo days/months/years etc. beforeShe said that he had arrived the previous week.There are no changes in the verb tenses when the reporting verb is in the Present, Future or Present Perfect tense or when the sentence expresses something which is always true.Example:Direct speech                               Reported speechShe’ll say, ‘I can do it’.                She’ll say she can do it.‘The earth is round,’                     The teacher said that the earth is round. said the teacher.The Past Continuous does not usually change.Example:Direct speech: ‘I was travelling to Brighton while she was flying to the USA,’ he said.Reported speech: He said he was travelling to Brighton while she was flying to the USA.Certain modal verbs do not change in Reported speech. These are: would, could, might, should, ought to.Example:Direct speech: ‘He might visit us,’ Mum said.Reported speech: Mum said that he might visit us.Reported QuestionsIn Reported questions we use affirmative word order and the question mark is omitted. To report a Wh- question, we use ask followed by the question word (who, what, etc.). When there is no question word in direct questions, if or whether is used in Reported questions. Pronouns, possessive adjectives, tenses, time expressions etc. change as in statements.Example:Direct speech                                   Reported speech:He asked, ‘What time is it?’             He asked what time it was.He asked me, ‘Do you know her?’   He asked me if/whether I knew her.Reported Commands/ Requests/ SuggestionsTo report commands, requests, suggestions etc. we use a reporting verb (order, ask, tell, advise, offer, warn, beg, suggest etc.) followed by to –infinitive or not to –infinitive.Example:Direct speech                                   Reported speechHe said to me, ‘Stop talking!’          He told me to stop talking.He said to me, ‘Don’t touch it!’      He told me not to touch it.





















1.	Miss Moore said (that) they would make a lovely couple.
2.	Mr. Smith  ______________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
3.	Mrs. Jones  ______________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
4. Mr. Roberts ______________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
5. Mr. Clark    ______________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
6. Miss Mayall  _____________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________



































1.	Mrs. Clark told her students not to smoke.
















1.	What do you study?
2.	What faculty are you in?
3.	What year are you in?
4.	What is your major/speciality?
5.	Where do you study?
6.	Are there any other higher schools in your town?
7.	When did you enter the Academy?
8.	When will you graduate from the Academy?
9.	What are your basic subjects?
10.	Who is good at foreign languages?
11.	What is the most serious period in student's life?
12.	What classes attract more students?
13.	What must a student do if he or she fails in an exam?
14.	What are the main areas of employment for graduates?
15.	How can a young man enter the Academy?
16.	Are you a full-time student?
17.	Who studies part-time?
18.	How many faculties are there at the Academy?
19.	Who is Rector? Who is Vice-Rector?
20.	Who is Head of your speciality department?
21.	How to become a good student?
22.	It is not easy to be an excellent student, is it?
23.	Who is an ideal student in your group?

B. Work in pairs. Ask each other questions.

1.	Are you good at physics, mathematics and computing?
2.	Why did you enter the Academy?
3.	What subjects do you like best?
4.	What subjects would you like to drop?
5.	Do you live in a dormitory (hostel)?
6.	Where would you like to study if you were not a student of this Academy?
7.	Are you engaged in any non-academic activities?
8.	Are you a member of the English-speaking Club?
9.	Where do you improve your English?
10.	Do you enjoy student's life?
11.	What do you not like about your studies at the Academy?
12.	What kind of student are you? Why?
13.	Do you know any student who was expelled from the Academy?
14.	Why was he expelled?
15.	How can it be avoided?






































Pre - reading Activity

	What traffic safety rules do you know?
	How many people can each type of public transport carry?
	Which methods of payment are used in each type of public transport?

Make sure you know these words:

advent			– прихід 
population explosion	– демографічний вибух
facility			– можливість, зручні умови
cluster			– збиратися групами, скупчуватися
sprawl			– незграбний рух в усіх напрямах  

1. Read the Text										***
Urban Public Transport
Prior to the Industrial Revolution, travel was, on the whole, by horse or on foot. It was only about the middle of the 16th century that the first wheeled coach appeared in Britain. With the advent of the Industrial Revolution, the situation radically changed; civic life and form was altered almost beyond recognition as a great wave of migration from the countryside was initiated. The result was that villages became towns and towns became cities – and this was accompanied by the beginning of what is now known as the population explosion (e.g. in 1800, the population of England and Wales was only about nine million, two-thirds of whom could be classified as rural dwellers).
As the population increased, the need for efficient public transport facilities became evident, particularly in towns, and many far-sighted and entrepreneurial businessmen saw profits in providing these transport services (for it must be remembered that public transport was a profitable enterprise until well into the 20th century).
4 July 1829 saw the initiation of mass public transport in towns when Mr. George Shillibeer started his 20-passenger horse ‘omnibus’ service in London between the village of Paddington and the Bank.
22 April 1833 saw Mr. Walter Hancock testing his 14-passenger steam omnibus service over the same route.
30 August I860 saw the beginning of the end of the horse-bus when Mr. George Train initiated a horse-tram service in Birkenhead. It could carry more people more comfortably and more quickly than could the horse-bus.
10 January 1863 saw the opening of the world’s first underground railway, the first part of the Metropolitan (steam) Railway between Paddington and Farringdon.
29 September 1885 saw the first electric street tramway at Blackpool – and this initiated the death of the horse-tram. The electric tram had a really tremendous effect upon town development, for, within twenty-five years, nearly every town in Britain had its own network of electric tramways. Typically, these radiated outwards from the central area and serviced settlements clustered along these routes. Thus transport development began to be clearly associated with the now-familiar pattern whereby residential densities decline from zone to zone from the town centre outwards.




1. What type of couch appeared in Britain about the middle of the 16th
     century?
2. Who were efficient public transport facilities provided for?
3. Why was the municipally – operated service important?

3. Vocabulary Focus



















B. Find the words in the text which mean the following and write them in the blanks.												***

1. An area where people live which is away from the centre of a town or city.
                                                                                              _____________________
2. A system of lines, roads etc. that cross each other and are connected to each
   other.
                   _____________________
3. A bus with comfortable seats used for long journeys.
                   _____________________
4. A large carriage pulled by horses and used in the past for carrying
    passengers.
                                                                                              _____________________
5. Land that is outside cities and towns.
______________________
6. An old – fashioned name of a bus.
                                                                                            ______________________
7. A company, organization or business.
                                                                                            ______________________
8. A vehicle for passengers, which travels along metal tracks in the street.
                                                                                            ______________________
9. A group of houses and buildings where people live, especially in a place 
    where few people have lived before.
                                                                                            ______________________
10. A large area that is different from other areas around it in some way.




Remember to look out for pairs of words, which often occur together. If you meet one, you can expect the other. This makes it easier understand written and spoken English.















1.  bald			      a. accent	
2.  complete			      b. atmosphere
3.  crowded			      c. failure	
4. deep			      d. food
5.  fatal		                e. hair
6.  relaxed			      f.  head
7.  spicy			      g.  hole
8.  strong			      h. injury
9.  wavy			      i.  train
10. woollen			      j.  sweater

Set 2
























A. Put each of the following words in its correct place in the passage below.

fare     sliding doors      platform         conductress     rack     driver     metrobus     double-decker     conductor      destination       tube     coach     tipcrew   single-decker      escalator        taxi-rank          lift       check     cabstop    rush hour             inspector       subway            hail      meter

A taxi, sometimes called a (a) _____________, is the most comfortable way to travel. You simply (b) _____________ the taxi in the street or go to a (c) _____________, where there are several taxis waiting, for example at a station. At the end of your journey, you can see how much the (d) _____________ is by looking at the (e) _____________. You add a (f) _____________ to this, and that’s it. Very simple. But expensive! 
What about taking a bus? If it has two floors, it’s called a (g) _____________ and you can get a good view from the top. If it has only one floor, it’s called a (h) ____________. Most buses have a two-person (i) _____________: the (j)_____________, who drives, of course, and the (k) _____________, (or (l) ____________ if it’s a woman) who takes your money. Keep your ticket because an(m) ____________ might want to (n) ____________ it. You catch a bus by waiting at a(o) ____________. You can see where a bus is going because the (p) ____________ is written on the front. But try to avoid the (q) ____________.
Quicker than the bus is the underground (called the (r) ____________ in London, the (s) ____________ in New York and the (t) ____________ in Paris and many other cities). You buy your ticket at the ticket-office. Go down to the (u) ____________ on the (v) ____________ or in the (w) ____________. The train comes. The (x) ___________ open. You get on. You look at the map of the underground system. Very simple. 
For longer distances take a train or a long distance bus, usually called a (y) ____________, which is slower but cheaper. The train is very fast.
Put your luggage on the (z) ____________ and sit and wait till you arrive.

B. Explain the difference between:								***

1.  a carriage and a compartment
2. a season ticket and a return ticket
3. a bus driver and a bus conductor
4. a train driver and a guard

C. Put one of the following words in each space in the sentences below.

for            off            at           in           on            from

1. We went down ____ the lift.
2. We met _____ the station.	
3. I waited 20 minutes ____ a bus.
4. In Britain people queue ____ buses.
5. We must wait ____ the platform.
6. The tube stops ____ every station.
7. The conductor asked ____ our fares.
8. We finally got____the bus ____ our destination.
9. I’ll meet you ____ the ticket office.
10. Get your ticket ____ the machine.

D. Read the text. Decide which answer A, B, C or D best fits each space. Then answer the questions.									***

There are no trams in London since 1952. The main (1) ____ is the underground. The London underground is often called the(2) ______ because it looks like a long, narrow and dimly lit tube, with its walls plastered with all kinds of (3) _____. There are no (4) _____ in the London underground. The sign of the London underground  -  a red circle crossed with a blue stripe can be seen on the (5) ______ or just under a staircase leading straight under the ground. The London underground (6) ______ are old and not attractive to the eye. Trains haven’t any fixed schedule. During rush hours big crowds gather. The tube tunnels seem to be very small, too narrow for a (7) ______.
One must be very careful using the word ‘subway’ in London. It does not mean ‘the underground’. It means ‘a passage under the street for pedestrians’.

1.A. train			B. transport			C. travel		D. tour
2. A. line			B. railway			C. train		D. tube
3. A. advertisements	B. pictures			C. photos		D. postcards
4. A. roads			B. platforms			C. vestibules	D. halls
5. A. buildings		B. houses			C. offices		D. stands
6. A. homes			B. stations			C. flats		D. premises
7. A. passenger		B. visitor			C. guest		D. train

1. Why is the London underground called the tube?
2. What can you see on the walls in the London underground?
3. Why are the London underground stations not attractive to the eye? 
6. Grammar Focus
Uses of ‘one’, ‘ones’
A.
Example: That train is too early. What time is the next (train) one.The French apples are 50p, but the English (apples) ones are only 45p.Use one or ones instead of repeating the same noun.the this/thatonewhichone?the these/thoseoneswhichones?	Example: A.: I’m going to make a cup of coffee. Would you like one?B.: Mm yes, I’d love one, thank you.Example: A.: Which is your bike?B.: The blue one, the one next to the car.Example: A.: Shall I use these tea-bags?B.: No, use the ones on the shelf, please.Example: A.: Which one do you prefer?B.: That one’s lovely, but I think this one will suit me better.Grammar CommentWe often use the same idea twice in a sentence, which contains a contrast:Example: I like the red dress but I’m not keen on the blue one.This is also true when we compare two things:Example: The house we live in now is much bigger than our old one.Often one person in a conversation uses one(s) instead of repeating the nounthe other person used:Example: A.: I’m going to have a cup of coffee.	B.: Oh, will you make one for me too, please?Example: A.: We are thinking of getting a dog.B.: A dog! I wouldn’t have one in the house – not if you live in town.We use one(s) to avoid repeating a noun. There is a similar way to avoid repeating a verb:Example: A.: We’ve already got tickets.B.: So have we.Example: A.: We live in Oxford Road. B.: So do we.Example: A,: We are going to buy her a present when she leaves.B.: Really. We’re going to buy her one too.
                        or                    Oh, we are too.You can see from these examples how you can avoid repeating nouns, verbs, or whole phrases in English.

A. In each of these sentences you can replace a repeated word with one(s). Change the sentences in that way.

1.	I’m going to have an ice-cream. Would you like an ice-cream?
2.	I’m going to buy a ticket for myself – shall I get a ticket for you too?
3.	The pictures I took are OK but the pictures my wife took have come out too dark.
4.	The cards from Rome arrived safely but the cards from Venice never arrived.
5.	My steak was fine but the steak John had was very tough.
6.	The tall man had a beard but the man who took the money was clean-shaven.
7.	This new novel is much more amusing than his previous novel.

B. Complete the following dialogues. You will need to use one(s).

1. A.: I think we’re going to miss our train.
    B.: When is the next _________?

2. A.: Could I have one of those tarts, please.
 B.: Now, which _________ would you like? The lemon_________ are 40p and he raspberry_________ are 45p.
   A.: I’ll have_________ of each, please.

3. A.: I can’t remember which is your car.
    B.: Mine’s the white _________ over there behind the red	_________.

4. A.: Shall I use these mugs?
    B.: No, they’re not very clean. Use the_________ on the shelf.

5. A.: Have a fruit gum.
    B.: Do you mind if I have a red _________?
    A.: Yes, I do! The red _________ are my favourites. You can have a green       
    _________!
    B.: But I don’t like green _________!
    A.: Well, have an orange _________. I’m not so keen on them. I keep the red till last. I always eat the black _________ first in case any one else gets them!
    B.: I think you’re selfish. 
    A.: Only when it comes to fruit gums!

6. A.: I get really frightened when I have to go on a plane.
    B.: Do you hate all planes?
    A.: Well, most are bad, and some are worse. The big _________ are the worst. I’m not as afraid when I’m in a small_________.
 
In these examples you need to add an extra word too:

7. A.: I just love coming back to London.
    B.: It’s the galleries you like best, isn’t it.
              A.: Yes, I love them all.
    B.: But _________   _________ do you like best?
 A.: I suppose _________   __________ that is my real favourite is the Victoria and Albert.

8. A.: Of all the Royal Family, who do you like best?
    B.: I think _________   _________I admire most is the Queen herself.




Asking People to Repeat and Offering Lifts in a Car

A. Do not say ‘please’ when you want somebody to repeat a sentence.

Dialogue 1
A. Sorry, but I didn’t quite catch that.
B. I said, ‘Can I give you a lift?’1
A. Isn’t it out of your way?
B. No, it’s on my way home.
Dialogue 2
A. I beg your pardon. 
B. I said, ‘Shan’t I drive you home?’ 
A. Won’t it be putting you out? 2
B. No, I can go that way round just as easily.

Dialogue 3
A. I’m afraid I didn’t quite hear what you said.
B. I said, ‘There’s no rush, I can take you in the car.’
A. Won’t it make you late?
B. No, I’m going right past your place.

Dialogue 4
A. Sorry, but I missed that. 
B. I said, ‘I’ll run you back in the car.’
A. Are you sure it’s not too much trouble?
B. No, it won’t take a minute to drop you off.

1 : give you a lift: take you in my car
2 : putting you out: inconveniencing you

B. STUDENT A: Excuse me, but are you going anywhere near Harrods? 
STUDENT B: Yes, right past it. Can I give you a lift?

1. A ____________Guildford?
    B ____________ through ____. ____________ drop you off?

2. A ____________ the frontier?
    B ____________ up to ____. ____________ drive you there?

3. A ____________ my place?
    B ____________ by ____. ____________ run you back?

4. A ____________ the Severn Bridge?
    B ____________ over ____. ____________ give you a lift?

5. A ____________ the railway arch?
    B ____________ under ____. ____________ take you there?

C. Reply to A’s questions using the correct adverb.
STUDENT A: Isn’t it easier for you to go by train? 
STUDENT B: No, I can catch the bus just as easily.

1. A ____________ better ____________ come on Monday? 
 B____________ leave it till Tuesday____________.

2. A ____________ cheaper____________ hitch-hike?
 B ____________ go by bike ____________.

3. A ____________ quicker ____________ fly direct?
 B ____________ go via Rome ____________.

4. A ____________ more convenient____________ take the M11?
      B ____________ follow the A12____________. 

5. A ____________ simpler ____________ go alone?
     B ____________take you with me ____________.

                                                                       1: motorways in the U.K. are given the letter M
                                                                       2: main roads in the U.K. are given the letter A

D. STUDENT A: Are we going to him? 
STUDENT B: No, he’s driving over to our place.
1. A ____________ he ____________ you?
      B ______________________________.

2. A ____________ they ____________ her?
      B _______________________________. 

3. A ____________ John ____________ them?
      B _________________________________.

4. A ____________ she ____________ Fred?





























Pre – reading Activity

	Can you drive yet?
	Would you like to learn? Why? Why not?
	Do you know anyone who had trouble learning to drive? What happened? Do you think some people just can’t drive?

Make sure you know these words:

mileage 			– відстань у милях
blueprint 			– проект, план
reciprocate 			– рухатися вперед та назад 
spin (spun, spun) 		– крутитися




Mercedes would like to continue making big cars. Engineers there think that maybe they can – by using a gas-turbine engine to acceptable mileage. They calculate that the prototype car in it will go, and on which they are already working, will weigh 3,350 pounds when finished. By comparison a Toyota Starlet weighs 1,730 pounds.
Recently I was admitted inside the Mercedes-Benz experimental design offices and research laboratories to look at work in process. I was accompanied by Dr. Michael Wessels, one of the engineers who works full time on the gas turbine project. Dr. Wessels spread a blueprint on a big table and explained the advantages of the gas-turbine engine:
	Multi-fuel capability.
	Low emission levels – due to continuous combustion with a high proportion of excess air.
	Simplified maintenance – no oil changes are needed.
	Minimal internal friction – low wear rates result in long engine-life expectancy.
	No vibration – because there is no reciprocating motion as there is in a conventional piston engine.
	Low noise level – which makes silencing easy.
Mercedes is looking at the year 2000 as a possible production date. However, before turbine-powered Mercedes start rolling off the production lines, many problems must be overcome. 
A turbine’s aerodynamic efficiency is dependent on the peripheral speed of the turbine rotors. To maintain the necessary speed, a small automotive-type turbine has to spin faster. This can cause temperatures and increased revolutions per minute (rpm).
Clearances are a problem. When scaling down a turbine to automotive size, tolerances – which are already minimal – can’t be scaled down proportionally. So the smaller unit tends to operate with disproportional large clearances and loses aerodynamic efficiency.
But the biggest problem of all is temperature, says Dr. Hans Joachim Forster, director of research for Mercedes-Benz. ‘At 2,400 degrees F the gas turbine reaches the same overall efficiency as a good diesel engine under full load, and exceeds the part-load efficiency of a modern Otto-cycle piston engine,’ he says.




1.	What are the advantages of the gas turbine?
2.	When does the turbine-powered Mercedes start rolling off the production 
                lines?
3.	What are the problems connected with the car gas turbine?

3. Vocabulary Focus
A. Find the words in the text which mean the following and write them in the blanks.												***

1. A good or useful quality or condition that something has.
_____________________
2. A gas or other substance that is sent into the air.
_____________________
3. The amount of space around one object that is needed for it to avoid 
     touching another object.
_____________________
4. Showing signs of being successful or good in the future.  
_____________________
5. An engine or motor in which the pressure of a liquid or gas moves a special 
   wheel around.
_____________________

B. Name the words from which the following derivatives are made. Translate both the derivative and the root-words:

	Acceptable, comparison, experimental, accompanied, explained, continuous, maintenance, production, promising, clearance, proportionally, biggest, capability, made, working, expectancy.

4. Vocabulary Development
Match each adjective on the left with a noun on the right. Use each word once only. Write your answers in the boxes.

















































A. Fill in the gaps with one of the words given in the box.				***

complaints       expensive 	black	licence	centrecompanies        drivers	price	examination	destination

By Taxi
Travelling around London by taxi is (1) __________. There are numerous taxi (2) ___________ operating throughout London. The majority are licensed and fair, however, do be careful as there are always one or two ‘taxi’ companies which have no (3) ___________ and no insurance.

Black cabs are known throughout the world and are often seen as the most knowledgeable and honest of all taxi (4) ____________. In order to obtain a licence for a black taxi the driver must pass an (5) ____________as ‘The Knowledge’. It is a test on all streets throughout central London. Important points to know about (6) __________ cabs:
	they are available 365 days and nights of the year, although there is an additional surcharge on Sunday, Bank Holidays and late at night, which can double the (7) ___________ of the journey.
	they only have to take you within a radius of six miles from the (8) ___________ of London, although you may be able to negotiate a longer journey, especially to an airport.
	in theory, they cannot refuse to take you to your (9) ____________ if it is within the six-mile radius of the centre, if you are sensible, and the yellow light is on indicating availability.
	each taxi has a licence plate inside and outside the taxi so if you have any (10) ___________ you know who to complain about.

B. Find the words in the text which mean the following and write them in the blankes..

1. A car with a driver that you pay to take you somewhere.
______________________
2. The place that someone or something is going to.
______________________
3. The thing that is measured in minutes, hours, days, years, etc. using clocks.
______________________
4. Someone’s or something’s name put on an official list.
______________________
5. A public road in a city or town that has houses, shops, etc. on one or both 
    sides.
______________________
6. The amount of money you have to pay for something.
______________________

C. Fill in the blanks with one suitable word from above. Make changes if necessary.
 
Advantages of black taxis to ordinary (a) ____________ companies 
	the driver is more likely to know how to get to your exact (b) _________, without assistance, by the quickest or shortest route.
	the prices are fixed by the distance and or the time of the journey and the meter is clearly visible at all (c) ___________ .
	each taxi is (d) ___________and licensed.
	taxis can be stopped in the (t) ___________ when the yellow light on the top of cab is on.
	you do not have to ask for a (f) ___________ when you get in, the meter shows your change as your journey progresses. 

D. Write the opposites to the following words. Then use these words to fill in the gaps.
1. white       –                   ___________________________________________
2. down       –                   ___________________________________________
3. sitting      –                   ___________________________________________
4. unusual    –                   ___________________________________________
5. after         –                   ___________________________________________
6. less          –                   ___________________________________________
7. illegally   –                   ___________________________________________

Disadvantages of black taxis compared to ordinary taxi companies
	(1) ___________ taxis are usually more expensive – they can be (2)________
to twice the price for long distances, for example to airport.
	if there is congestion a black taxi may be (3) ________ with the meter 
continuing to run whereas a (4) __________ taxi will have quoted you a fixed fee for the journey in advance (always ensure you have arranged this (5) _________ getting into the taxi).
	ordinary taxis can be much (6) ___________ readily available for long distances.





These words show the connection in time; answer the question When?as		The lorry hit us as we were running the corner.when		I’ll tell her when I see her.while		They arrived while we were trying to phone them!since		Where have you been living since you came to England?till/until	Could you keep an eye on things until I get back, please?before	I hope he gets here before the train leaves.after		I’ll see you here after I’ve been to the bank.as soon as	Phone us as soon as your plane gets in.The difference between when and while is that while emphasises the fact thatthe two actions happened at the same time:The band played while the ship went down. When I came into the room, she left.Since has two meanings:Time – I haven’t smoked since I was ill  in 1986. Reason – Since you’re going into town, could you get me some stamps? Usually the since clause comes first in sentences where it gives the reason.
B. How many people caught the train?

Sue arrived at the station as the train left.
Steve arrived at the station when the train left.  
Alex arrived at the station before the train left.
John arrived at the station after the train left.
Answer: _____________________________________________________________

C. Complete these sentences with one of these words or phrases:

as	when		while		untilbefore	after 			as soon as

You will need to use each one once. There is only one way to complete all the sentences so that they all make sense.

1.	I’ll ring you ____________ I get home.
2.	We can do anything ____________ the doctor arrives.
3.	I rang you ____________ I heard because I knew it was urgent.
4.	Have you settled down ____________ you retired?
5.	He walked in  ____________ the clock struck ten; it was perfectly timed.
6.	We might as well have a cup of tea ____________ we are waiting.
7.	I’ll give you a lift if I get home____________ you set off.
8.	We arrived  ____________ everyone else had left. It was deserted.

D. Fill in the spaces using these conjunctions.						***

in case		as if		whoever	onceeven though          wherever	suppose	whether...or not

____________ you are,  ____________ you live, you must be interested in the future of this planet.
____________ you are a conservationist  ____________, you have no choice. Man is acting ____________ this beautiful and wonderful world we live in had an endless supply of energy, fuel, oxygen, food, and all the other things we need to survive.











In most countries learner-drivers need to take a test before they are allowed to go out the roads on their own. The system however varies from country to country. 
	In Britain all learner-drivers need to display ‘L’ plates. 
	In California, USA there is no law that says a learner-driver needs to have ‘L’ plates or any such warning device.
	In California, USA a young person can apply for a learner’s permit at the age of 15 and a half and take a test at 16.
	In Germany you must go to a professional driving school to learn to drive.
	In Finland you have to do a written test.
	In Spain and France new drivers carry a sticker to show that the vehicle has a maximum speed of 90 kph.
 
A. Compare the system for learning to drive in Britain with the one in your country.

In Britain	In my country
You can learn to drivefrom the age of 17.	  
You need to have aprovisional licence.	
You need to have ‘L’ plates on the front and back of the car.	
You need to have a qualified driver next to you (i.e. someone who has taken a test). You don’t need to have a professional instructor.	
You take a practical exam to show you can drive safely. You don’t need to take a written test but the examiner asks you a few ‘safety’ questions at the end.	
During the test you don’t have to drive on a motorway or at night.	








                        










1.	No entry					          5. One-way traffic
2.	Minimum speed limit				6. Double bend
3.	Parking place					7. Route for cyclists
4.	Slippery road					8. Give way
	In your home country, do you have the above sings?
	Do you have some other signs, which are specific to your country?

C. Now work in pairs. Student A draws a traffic sign, Student B tries to name it. Then it is Student B’s turn to draw a sign. Keep changing roles.

D. At the end of the test, a British driving examiner asks a candidate a few questions. Here are some typical ones.

	What should you check in your car before going on a long journey?
	When should you switch your headlights on?
	What would you do if one of your tyres burst when you were travelling at speed?






























	Does Kharkiv have a good bus service?
	What are the rush hours in your city?
	Are coaches of Kharkiv public transport used for long-distance services or for sightseeing excursions?

Make sure you know these words:

deregulation 		– порушення порядку 
a daily pass 			– квиток для поїзду на один день
newsagent 			– газетний кіоскер 
plethora 			– велика кількість
to weave in/out 		– лавірувати, їздити 
to bypass 			– обходити, об’їжджати 
to halt 			– зупиняться 
to alert 			– попереджати
on-the-spot fine 		– штраф на місті

1. Read the Text										***
Local Buses
The DEREGULATION of bus services has led to a complex system with many buses often duplicating services on the busiest routes. On most buses you pay the driver as you enter. They will not always accept notes so keep a selection of coins handy. Credit cards and cheques are not accepted. The fare depends on the distance you travel. If you are exploring a city bus, a daily pass is a good idea. Many of the larger cities have daily or weekly passes that can be used on all public transport in that city; these can often be bought from newsagents. Check with the tourist office for schedules and fares. All-night services are only available in major cities, from about 11 pm until early morning. You cannot use a day pass on these. 
In London night buses are prefixed with the letter N and all of them pass through Trafalgar Square. 
Be on your guard when travelling home alone late at night, when there may be few other passengers aboard.
Bus designs have become more innovative in the last few years. The old ‘big red bus’ with a conductor still exists in London, but has been joined by plethora of modern vehicles of all shapes, colours and sizes, with automatic doors and comfortable interiors.
Many cities have bus lanes, intended to bypass car traffic jams during the rush hours. These can be effective but your journey could still take a long time. Schedules are hard to keep to, so regard timetables as advisory. At some stops, called request stops, the driver will not halt unless you signal that you want to get on or off. If you want to board, raise your arm as the bus approaches the stop; if you want to get off, ring the bell once before your stop.




1. What is not accepted today in Britain to pay for travelling by bus?
2. How do modern buses differ from the old big red bus?
3. Why is it necessary to keep a ticket until the end of the journey?

3. Vocabulary Focus
Match the words from the text with the corresponding definitions. Write your answers in the boxes. 
1. route 	a. one of the two or three  parallel areas on a road
                                             (which are divided by painted lines to keep traffic
                                             apart)
2. distance 			 b. the place that someone or something is going to
3. lane 			 c. a way from one place to another
4. vehicle 			 d. the amount of space between two places
5. destination 	e. a machine with an engine that is used to take






A. Complete the table below using a dictionary. The first one has been done for you.








B. What suffixes can you add to these words?

a. note      b. inspect      c. use         d. stop

5. Vocabulary Exercises
A. Fill in the blanks with one word suitable and read the text.				***

love             hours              transport            tramsstation         services          foot                    car

Travelling within Cities
Urban public (1) ____________ in Britain is efficient and can be fun – children (2) _____________ London’s double-decker buses. Fares are good value, bearing in mind that you avoid the expense and difficulty of parking a (3) ____________. Most of the larger cities have good bus (4) _____________. London, Newcastle and Glasgow also have an underground system, while Manchester and Blackpool have (5) ____________. Taxis are available at every railway (6) _____________and at ranks near hotels and city centres. The best way to see many cities is on (7) _____________, but whatever transport you choose, try to avoid the rush (8) ____________ from 8am to 9:30 am, and 4:30 pm to 6:30 pm.

B. Read the text and decide which answer A, B, C, or D best fits each space. Then decide which statement is true (T) or false (F).

National Coach Network
There are a lot of regional coach (1) ____________ but the largest British coach operator is National Express with a nationwide network of over 1,000 destinations. On the more popular (2) _____________ – particularly on Friday evenings – it is best to book ahead. National Express offers two levels of (3) _____________; the faster of the two is the Rapide service, which has a host or hostess and catering facilities. (4) _____________ are available for full-time students or anyone under 25. Senior citizens also qualify for a Discount Coach Card (30 per cent reduction). Britexpass cards lasting 30 days and Tourist Trail Passes are also available for those planning to cover many destinations in a limited (5) _____________. You can buy these from most coach travel agents in North America – via British Travel Associates – or while in the UK, at the major international airports, Victoria Coach Station and most large (6) ______________ agents. The other coach operator is Scottish Citylink, with regular services between London, the North and Scotland. Some services run direct from Heathrow or Gatwick (7) ____________. Allow plenty of time to buy your ticket before boarding. Luggage is stowed in the vehicle hold.

1.	A. companies    B. offices      C. businesses    D. agencies 
2.	A. road              B. route        C. lane               D. place
3.	A. amenity        B. comfort    C. service          D. activity
4.	A. discounts      B. prices       C. fines             D. bonuses
5.	A. time              B. period      C. hour              D. length
6.	A. tourism         B. journey    C. travel            D. home




1.	The National Express Coach Company includes more than 1,000 places where someone can go to. (   )
2.	The popular routes of National Express offer catering facilities. (   )
3.	There is only a discount for people who are planning to cover many destinations in a limited period. (   )
4.	Discount cards can be only bought in Britain. (   )
5.	One can book a ticket for a coach ahead. (   )

C.	Use the words given in capitals in brackets to form a word that fits in the space and read the text. Consult a dictionary if required.					***

Travelling Around by Coach
In Britain, coaches (1)   refer   (REFERENCE) to the long-distance express buses and those used for sightseeing excursions. What the British refer to as buses, however, covers those vehicles that (2) _____________(OPERATION) on regular routes with scheduled stops around or between villages, towns and cities. Many coach (3) _____________ (SERVE) duplicate rail routes, but are generally (4) _____________ (CHEAP). Journey times, however, are longer and much less (5) ______________ (PREDICT) on crowded roads. Modern coaches are (6) ______________(COMFORT), sometimes with refreshments, toilets and entertainment - in the form of feature films – on board. Some city to city routes, especially at weekends, are so popular that it is a good idea to buy a (7) ____________ (RESERVE) journey ticket, which guarantees you a seat.

D. Find the phrases in the text the brief explanations of which are given below.

London Transport Museum
Housed in the splendid Victorian Flower Market in the heart of Covent Garden, the London Transport Museum tells the fascinating and colourful story of travel, people and the growth of London itself since 1800. You’ll see shiny buses and trams and hear the hiss and thump of points changing! As you step into the past you’ll meet characters who’ve kept London moving for 200 years, sweeping the streets, working on the buses or digging tube tunnels beneath the city.
And there are lots of exciting hands-on exhibits, videos and screen displays in several languages, and actors play characters from the past! A lively programme of events, activities and special exhibitions will excite the imagination. But hold tight as you put yourself in the driving seat of a London bus or tube train!

1.	in the middle part of 						__________________
2.	interesting and exciting news 				__________________
3.	dull sound and noise that sounds like ‘ssss’ at exact moments of history
										__________________
4.	things put in a public place so that people can touch them
										__________________
5.	exciting list of social gatherings and situations 		__________________
6.	cause pictures or ideas in the mind 			__________________
7.	hold very firmly and closely 				__________________

E. Find the meaning of the words in the text and then fill in the blanks with one suitable word.

Queueing
An Englishman, even if he is alone, forms 
an orderly queue of one.
GEORGE MIKES
Waiting for buses allows the British to indulge their supposed passion for queueing. Whether this really signifies civilized patience is debatable. But queueing is certainly taken seriously. When buses serving several different numbered routes stop at the same bus stop, instructions on it sometimes tell people to queue on one side for some of the buses and on the other side for others. And yes, people do get offended if anybody tries to ‘jump the queue’.

1.	A line of people waiting to enter a building, buy something, etc. ________________
2.	A very strong liking for something._______________
3.	The ability to continue waiting or doing something for a long time without becoming angry or anxious._______________
4.	Staying somewhere or not doing something until something else happens.___________





Study these examples:       Check the parking regulations carefully.The parked car was left on the drive.The participles are:a) present participle (going, making, breaking);b) past participle (gone, made, broken).Both kinds of participle can be used to talk about the past, present or future.Example:She was buying a ticket when I saw her last. (past)Who's the man closing the door? (present)This time tomorrow we’ll be booking a coach trip.We use participles with auxiliary verbs to make some tenses.Example:Where are you travelling?Bus services are run by a large number of companies.

B. Read the Text.
The Highway Code
Every year in Britain, nearly six thousand people are killed on the roads. Although the percentage of casualties is not as large as in some other countries, the Government is seriously worried by this problem. They fear that with the increasing number of vehicles coming on to the roads each year the total number of casualties will also continue to grow. One of the greatest problems in Britain is the lack of space. It is extremely difficult, especially in the cities, to obtain any extra land in order to improve existing roads and the acquiring of sufficient land on which to build new roads often seems nearly impossible.
In spite of all the difficulties, however, improvements are being made, although motorists (and pedestrians too) are still not satisfied with the rate of progress, particularly when they think of the taxes they have to pay!
It remains true, however, that the standards of safety on the roads will not be improved simply by improving the roads. The attitude of the users of the road is the most important factor in improving road safety. This is why the government and local authorities devote time and resources to producing ‘propaganda’ in support of the ‘Safety First’ campaign, which is constantly being waged. Posters, broadcasts on the radio, special ‘Safety First’ weeks are some of the means employed.
Perhaps the best-known piece of ‘propaganda’ for safety on the road is the government’s booklet The Highway Code. This costs only a few pence and gives, with illustrations, all the rules and conventions in use on the roads of Britain. The fundamental convention of road usage in Britain (and one that usually gives foreigners a pleasant surprise) is that the pedestrian has ‘the right of way’. That is to say, the pedestrian is assumed to have priority in road usage. The sense of this rule is apparent when one considers that a pedestrian is not in a position to injure a driver whereas the reverse is certainly true. Every foreigner who intends to drive in Britain should obtain a copy of the code and read it carefully.
It is probably true to say that the British motorists are as careful as most others in the world. (The same is not, perhaps, true of the pedestrians, who are rather spoiled.) Even so, their standards must be raised considerably higher if the country is to succeed in its attempt (in the words of an early safety-first poster) to ‘Keep Death off the Road’.

1.	Find and underline both types of participles.

2.	Answer the questions on the text.							***

1.What effect has the number of road casualties every year had upon the Government?
2.What does the Government fear will happen to the total number of casualties?
3. What particular problem is Britain faced with in trying to improve roads?
4. What is the most important factor in improving road safety?
5. Name at least two ways in which local authorities try to make people safety conscious.
6. What is the best-known piece of ‘propaganda’ on road safety?
7. State what the Highway Code contains.
8. Why is the pedestrian assumed to have priority on English roads?
     9. What would be your advice to a foreigner intending to drive on English  
         roads?
10. What must happen before conditions on English roads become appreciably safer?

 C. Underline the correct word.

 The present participle (-ing) describes what somebody or something is (it answers the question What kind?). 
The Past Participle (-ed) describes how somebody feels (it answers the question How do you feel?).

1. A. Did you enjoy your birthday?
    B. Oh, yes. It was very relaxed/relaxing.

2. A. I’m going to a lecture tonight. Do you want to come?
    B. No, thanks. I'm not interested/interesting in the subject.

3. A. Did you hurt yourself when you fell?
    B. No, but it was very embarrassed/embarrassing.

4. A. Shall I turn off the lights?
    B. No, I’m frightened/frightening of the dark.

5. A. I haven’t seen Mr. Green for several days.





	In most towns there are different kinds of bus ‘pass’. Each town has its own system for these tickets, which will save you money if you have to use buses every day.
	In any British town there may be more than one bus company. The buses from the different companies may even run on the same routes.
	If you are waiting at a bus stop with the sign ‘Request Stop’, it means the bus will only stop if you stick your arm out to signal to the driver.
	When you get on to a bus, the driver or conductor will expect you to say your destination clearly. Say, for example: Marina Drive, please or Two to the station, please. On many buses where you pay the driver as you get on, you will see the sign:

Please tender correct fare
and state your destination.

At the bus stop
►	Excuse me, do you know if    the 15 stops here?
the 12 runs on Sundays? 
the 44 goes past the market?
►	Excuse me, do you know       when the next number 12 is due?
how often the 13A runs?

If you don’t know when to get off
►	Could you let me know where to get off for the swimming pool, please?

A. Match up the words in List 1 with their meanings in List 2. 
Then fill in the words from List 1 in the spaces.
If a bus pass is (1) _____________, it means you cannot lend it to a friend.
If your pass is only (2) _____________ within a particular (3) ____________ it means you cannot use it outside that (4)  _____________.





1.	peak times	        a. the bus company










3.	frequency	        c. special area
4.	route taken	        d. the money you pay
5.	the operator	        e. only you can use it
6.	unlimited	        f.  end stop
7.	zone	        g. how often buses run
8.	valid	        h. without restriction
9.	fare	        i.  usable
10.not transferable        j.  rush hours

B. Find out.
1.	What are the names of the different bus companies in the town you are staying?
2.	What is the name in your town for a weekly bus pass?
3.	Try to find out if there are any special tickets for old age pensioners?
4.	What are advantages and disadvantages of travelling by bus/coach?
5.	Do you enjoy travelling by bus/coach? Why/Why not?
































	Think of as many words as possible related to the topic ‘Transport’.
	Which kind of transport do you prefer?
	Is a tram an environmentally friendly kind of transport? Why? Why not?

Make sure you know these words:

network 			– тут мережа залізничних шляхів
congestion 			– перевантаженість
viable 			– життєздатність
venue 			– місце (збору, зустрічі)
modal 			– модальний
waterfront 			– міський район, розташований на березі річки
articulated 		– з’єднаний за допомогою переміщення
car 				– вагон трамваю

1. Read the Text										***
Metrolink
The Metrolink tram network is located in Manchester, northwest England. Due to increasing traffic congestion, and a declining patronage on some local heavy rail lines, it was decided to build a light rail public transport network. The tram was chosen for three specific reasons: it allowed penetration into the city centre from the suburbs; it is seen as a viable alternative to the car, and, if planned correctly it can avoid traffic congestion. The existing tram network is 31 km in length, connecting a suburban area to the north with another suburban area to the southwest via the city centre, main rail stations and large sports/cultural venues. The trams are two-car articulated units, designed for operation both on-street and on conventional railway track.




1. Why was the Metrolink tram network built?
2. How could the Metrolink improve the traffic congestion in Manchester?
3. What is specific about the trams of Metrolink?

3. Vocabulary Focus




2. area whiсh is away from the centre			_______________________
3. a place where a meeting etc. takes place		_______________________
4. the two metal lines along which trains travel	_______________________
5. serious study of a subject			_______________________

B. Study this list of words and choose the most suitable ones  to fill in the gaps in the sentences below: 										***

successful    suggested    traffic    conventional    venue    tram    Line

1. There wasn’t much __________ on the roads.
2. When you get to central London, take the Victoria___________ to Finsbury Park.
3. The _____________ of the big match is the football ground at Wembley.
4. Bake your cake 20 minutes in a ___________ oven; eight minutes in a microwave.
5. She wrote to me and ___________ a meeting. 










Look at these compound nouns from the text. Compound nouns can be formed by combining two nouns.Example: tram network			public transport                 rail station		        city centre






C. Match the words from A and B to make compound nouns:
A.							B.
1. congestion					       a. city
2. track						       b. work
3. tram						       c. traffic
4. shift						        d. railway

D. Complete the table below using a dictionary. The first one has been done for you.








E. What suffixes can you add to these words?

a. locate		b. achieve		c. exceed		d. expand

5. Vocabulary Exercises
A. Fill in the blanks with one of the words given in the box and read the text about trams.

equipped		may be open		direction                freelymotorized		new		                     shapes		poweredconvenience		become	                     element

Trams
Trams, or trackless trains, come in many sizes and (1) _____________. They are usually segmented, drawn by a (2) _________________ cab, and (3) ______________ or enclosed. Normally they have designated and posted routes, but since they are under the control of an operator as to speed and (4) __________________ they may share walk paving where widths allow, and move about (5) _____________ even amidst a throng of pedestrians. (6) ___________ by energy cells and (7) _________ with plastic-clad wheels, they will (8) __________ as familiar in the compact (9) ___________ centre cities as are now the prowling taxi cabs on our downtown city trafficways. As a contributing (10) ___________ of advanced transit systems, trams may be subsidized and provided without fares as another urban (11) ________________.

B. Use the words given in capitals in brackets to form a word that fits in the space 
and read the text about minirails. The first one has been done for you.		***

Minirail
We have seen them in major airports (1) whisking (WHISKY) from the gateway portals to the terminal lobby – the small single or (2) _________ (COUPLE) cars that move on narrow elevated or subsurface tracks. They are completely (3) _______ (AUTOMATE) – doors, operating speeds, and even taped announcements. People stand or lean, for the distances are short; many can be (4) ___________ (TRANSPORT) comfortably and quickly.
Such minirail cars, with or without seating, are well (5) ______________ (SUIT) for direct back and forth or looped point-to-point interconnection – as from the peripheral garages of the centre city to the governmental trade, (6) __________ (FINANCE), or entertainment plazas, as from one such plaza to another, or as between two or more stops within an urban centre.

C. Read the text. Find the words given in column A and match them with their very brief explanations in column B.

Kiev High-Speed Tram
The route of the first high-speed tram line in Kiev starts from the residential area of Nikolskaya Borshchagovka and ends in the centre of the city on the Victory Square. The length of the line that was put into operation in 1978 is 9,25 km (measured along the street axis).
It is laid on the isolated strip of land 10 m wide separated from the motorway by a wire netting fence 1,7 m high and in some sections, where the traffic safety requires, - by a semirigid fence. The crossings of the tramline with motorways and pedestrian passages are made at different levels. The route has five grade-crossing elimination structures and 12 stations. The average length of a leg between stations is 835 m. The line terminals are of ground type. Three stations are integrated with the grade-crossing elimination structures and the other seven – with pedestrian subways. The passenger boarding platforms of the ground stations are provided with roofs.
The tracks are open, made of all-welded rails, type P-65, and clamp-bolted to concrete sleepers. The route bed is made of crushed granite. The contact system is of longitudinally sectionalized design having weight compensation on the brackets of the contact-line metal supports installed between the tracks.
Nearby the ‘Gnat Yura’ station the line branches off towards the residential area of Yuzhnaya Borshchagovka. This branch has a grade crossing with the motorway. Here the stations are not yet provided with subways, that is why this line falls into the category of accelerated traffic lines. Therefore the route operates in two duties: high-speed and combined ones.
At rush hours the three-car trains travel at two or three minutes intervals. Optimum intervals and speeds are maintained by the automatic system which comprises the automatic blocking and automatic locomotive signalling devices with automatic control of the train travel speed and consists of the track and train facilities.
Information of the track traffic condition is transmitted to the driver through the rail circuits via the car receiving coils in the form of directions for the train allowable speed. In case of excessive speed a signal is delivered to the car control braking circuits thus ensuring the optimum speed and traffic safety. The traffic on the line is automatically controlled by a computer.
The high-speed tram has become quite customary for the residents of Kiev. Its operating speed is 24,9 kph. With the annual passenger turnover of over 48 million kph the high-speed tram saves about five million man-hours per year as compared with the conventional tram.
The high-speed tram traffic is extended from the Victory Square to the Heroes of the Great Patriotic War Square. At this section three stations are connected with the underground railway stations.

Column A						Column B
1. put into operation	                   a. allowed rate at which something
                                                                  moves or travels 
2. isolated strip of land                          b. one part of a long journey between
                                                                   places where trains regularly stop
3. leg between stations	                       c. a raised place beside a railway track
                                                                   where you can get on and off a train  
                                                                   in a  station
4. passenger boarding platform              d. normal and usual for people living in 
                                                                    a particular place
5. admissible speed	                        e. make something start to work





D. Put in the following words in each space in the text below.				***

on (2)	      in (4)	for (3)	of (2)		under     with (2)






Study these examples:The Metrolink tram network is located in Manchester.The tram was chosen for three specific reasons.Usage. We use the passive whenwe do not know who or what something does.we also use the passive when we are not interested in who or what something does.we also use the passive when we do not want to say who or what something does.Compare:Active: We set the network to expand out into the city centre.Passive: The network is set to expand out into the city centre.

B. Write these sentences in the negative (a) and interrogative (b).

Example: Many people are killed in road accidents every year.
Many people were not killed in road accidents last year.
Are many children killed in road accidents every year?

1.All the tram systems on the Lancashire coast were closed in the 1940s and 
1950s.
a._________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________(1930s).b._________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________(1929?)
2. The Manchester Metrolink was expanded to Nottingham.
a._________________________________________________________________________________________________________________(the East Coast Main Line).
b.____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________(to Croydon?)
3. Every day millions of bicycles are used in Britain by younger people.
a._________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________(adults).
b.____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________(motorbikes?)
4. Hitchhiking is forbidden on motorways.
a.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________(in Britain).
b._________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________(in your country?)




C. Study the example:

20 per cent of these trips would have been done by car.We use this structure to talk about unreal past situation.If-clauseMain clauseIf I had studied hardI would have passed the exam.If I hadn’t helped youwhat would you have done?If + past perfect + would have + past participleThis structure is often called the ‘third conditional’.

D. Now read the situation. Then make sentences with ‘if’.
Example: She didn’t have time. She didn’t go shopping.
If she hadn’t had time, she wouldn’t have gone shopping.

1. He was ill. He didn’t go to work.
2. I didn’t have enough money. I couldn’t buy the shoes.
3. She wasn’t hungry. She didn’t have breakfast.
4. We were tired. We made a mistake.
5. They didn’t have a map. They got lost.

E. Fill in the correct word from the box below.

displays	energy efficient              ‘train spotters’take rides         leisurely transportation

1. Crich National Tramway Museum in East Midland is a unique museum. Visitors can ___________________ on old trams from all over the world, along reconstructed Victorian streets.
2. London Transport Museum’s interesting collection brings to life the history of the city’s tubes, buses and trains. It also ___________________ examples of the 20th century commercial art.
3. After a long absence trams are making a comeback in clean, ___________________ and more modern services. One of the best train schemes in Britain is the Manchester Metrolink.
4. For detailed exploration of smaller areas such as Britain’s National Parks or popular regions like the Lake District you may prefer more ___________________ offered by bike, horse or narrowboat.
5. Many thousands of people are enthusiastic ___________________ who spend an astonishing amount of time at stations and along the sides of railway lines trying to ‘spot’ as many different engines as possible.
 







Cortina Driver: 1. He didn’t use his headlights. That’s why I didn’t see him.
2. I didn’t see him. That’s why I pulled out.

Fiesta Driver:    3. He didn’t look carefully. That’s why he didn’t see me.
4. He pulled out in front of me. That’s why I had to brake suddenly.
5. The Jaguar was so close behind me. That’s why the driver wasn’t able to stop.

Jaguar Driver:   6. The driver in front braked suddenly. That’s why I hit him.
7. I wanted to overtake him. That’s why I was so close behind him.
8. He was such a slow driver. That’s why I wanted to overtake him.

These are the statements the drivers made to the police. (Don’t forget that some of them are negative.)

Cortina Driver: 1. If he’d used his headlights, I would have seen him.
2. _____________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________















1. Shall we take a tram?
2. The tram will take us right there.
3. It takes the tram so long to come.
4. How long does it take you to get there by tram?
5. What tram do I take to reach the stadium?
6. We soon got tired of going by tram.
7. Can you tell me if there is a tram from the station to the hotel?
8. Here comes our tram!
9. Does the tram run to the suburbs?
10. The tram is packed full.

A. Double drill.
Student A translates the sentences into Ukrainian. 
Student B renders them again into English.

B. Discussion.
Work with a partner. Why do people usually get tired of going by tram?








	If you had a choice of travelling around the city would you prefer a trolleybus to a tram? Why? Why not?
	Have the trolleybuses been in service in your city for a long time?
	What parts of Kharkiv can a trolleybus take you to?

Make sure you know these words:

CIS (Commonwealth of Independent States)	 – СНД
steering wheel						 – кермове колесо
booster							 – бустер




1. Read the Text										***
Trolleybuses
The first trolleybuses appeared in 1933, and three years later they appeared in Petersburg, Kiev, Rostov-on-the-Don and Tbilisy. Trolleybuses were functioning in 91 cities by the end of 1968.
Today CIS holds the first place in the world for the development of trolleybus transport.
In 1936 trolleybuses were equipped with a pneumatic system for opening and shutting doors. Two years later the driver got an isolated cabin, the interior of the cabin was improved, and the speed increased. A year later trolleybuses raised their dynamic qualities.
For the first time in 1960 the production was started of ‘paired’ (linked) trolleybuses, which transported up to 160 passengers. Work on improving the trolleybuses continued.
In 1972 a new model of a trolleybus, having a number of advantages was released. The steering (driving) wheel, equipped with a hydraulic booster, made it easier to steer (drive) the bus. Technological innovations made it possible to cut down the number of breaks in contact lines. It was featured by a greater speed, better dynamic qualities and greater maneuverability. For the convenience of the passengers the model had three doors, and it did not diminish the seating capacity of a trolleybus.
Trolleybuses of today have an all-metal streamed body, an automatic control system, an improved finishing in the passenger saloon, good natural and artificial lighting, a system of ventilation which provides heating in winter, a greater passenger capacity.
The widespread employment of trolleybuses is decreasing air pollution. The trolleybuses must be made with fuller use of light alloys and plastics. The trolleybuses 
will become still more efficient and comfortable.
Trolleybuses of today have 
2. Reading Comprehension 

A.	1. How long have the trolleybuses been in service?
2. What makes the trolleybus convenient for the passengers?
3. What problems (if any) do trolleybuses contribute to the environment?



















1. trolleybuses	a. cabin 
2. pneumatic	b. qualities





B. Match the words from the text with the corresponding definitions.

1. improved 		 a. something that helps someone or something to 
 improve
2. development 		 b. someone who drives a car, etc.
3. driver	c. someone who is travelling in a car, etc. but not 
 driving it
4. passenger 	d. the amount of space a trolleybus has to hold people
5. booster 			 e. better than before















B. What suffixes can you add to these words?

a. finish		 b. break 		 c. pollute 		 d. make

5. Vocabulary Exercises
A. Do you know why the British drive on the left? Read this information with a dictionary and find out.										***

Traffic in London differs from that of the Continent. In England they keep to the left but not to the right.
In England people say: ‘If you go left, you go right. If you go right, you go wrong.’
They say that once upon a time people kept to any side of the road they liked. But then they decided to make it a rule to keep to the left. As Napoleon hated the British very much, he decided that in France the people should keep to a different side. And later on in all the countries which he conquered he made the traffic keep to the right.
There is another idea why the British keep to the left.
Look at this table and pictures and read the information attentively.

1. The heart is on the left side of the body.2. Hundreds of years ago soldiers fought with swords.3. They used shields to protect their hearts. The shields were     naturally held in the left hand.	​

​
4. The sword was therefore held in the right hand.5. It was therefore natural to put the sword away on the left side of the body.6. If you have a sword hanging down on the left, which side do you get on a horse from? Not from the horse’s right.7. You get on from the horse’s left.8. If you are getting on to a horse from its left, which side of the    road do you stand on? Not on the right.9. You stand on the left hand side of the road, get on the horse in     comfort, and ride away on the left? It’s logical.10. Now can you explain why foreigners drive on the right?	

B. Here are the names of different vehicles:

ship     plane     car      bus      lorrytank      pram     train     motorbike     bicycle

a. Complete these sentences.

1. А ………………. has got the most wheels.
2. А …. and а …. have got the fewest wheels.
3. А ………. can carry ……………… people.
4. А ………... can carry………..……. people.
5. А ………....…………………. is the fastest.
6. А ………….....is the ………….…….……..
7. A …………….…………..….. is the lightest.
8. A ………………….………………………..
9. A ……………………………….. expensive.
10.A ….…………………………….. cheapest.

b. Now write the sentences about these vehicles using the following structures:
													***
1. A ……….... has got more wheels than a .………………...
2. A ………… hasn’t got as many wheels as a ………….….
3. A …………. can carry (far) more people than a ………....
4. A ……….… can’t carry (nearly) as many people as a …...
5. A …………. is (much) faster/heavier than a ……………..
6. A ……….… costs (much) more than a ………………..…
7. A …………. doesn’t cost (nearly) as much as a ……….....
(Or: A ……… costs much less than a ……...…)
8. A …………. has got the most/fewest ..……...………...…..
9. A ………….. can carry the most/fewest ………………......
10. A …………………...... is the fastest/slowest/heaviest/etc.

C. Read the following descriptions. Try to guess what the vehicles are. Write the names of the vehicles in the blanks. (Some of the data given are of course approximate.)

a. It’s got four wheels, and usually carries one person, but it can carry two. Its top speed is around six kilometers an hour, and it weighs about 15 kilos. It costs £72.
____________________
b. This vehicle costs about £5,000. It can go at up to 160 kph, and can carry four people in comfort. It weighs 695 kilos when it’s empty. There are four wheels.
____________________
c. These two-wheeled vehicles are very popular with teenagers. They are fast, but much less safe than vehicles a or b. This model has a maximum speed of 224 kph, and weighs 236 kilos. It can carry one or two people, and costs £1,700.
____________________
d. This vehicle, which costs £65,000, is commonly used for public transport. It has two decks, or floors, and can carry 72 people when it’s full. Its maximum speed is 110 kilometers an hour, but it doesn’t usually go faster than 80. It has six wheels, and weighs 9,000 kilos.
____________________
e. This vehicle was built by two countries working in collaboration. It travels at 2,160 kph – faster than sound – carrying a maximum load of 100 people. When it is fully loaded with passengers and fuel, it weighs 175,000 kilograms. It has ten wheels. Each of these vehicles costs hundreds of millions of pounds to produce – it is impossible to say exactly how much.
____________________
f. ‘How many wheels?’
‘Two.’
   ‘What does it weigh?’
   ‘Thirteen and a half kilos.’
   ‘How much does it cost?’
   ‘₤140.’
   ‘How many people can it carry?’
   ‘Just one.’ 
   ‘Top speed?’
   ‘It depends .For most people, perhaps about 25 kph.’
____________________
D. Put in the following words in each space in the text below.

on (3)         of        from        in(2)         for(3)         at(3)

Walking in Cities
Once you get used to traffic ______(1) the left, Britain’s cities can be safely and enjoyably explored _______(2) foot. 
There are two types _______(3) pedestrian crossing: striped zebra crossings and push-button crossings _______(4) traffic lights. _______ (5) a zebra crossing traffic should stop _______(6) you, but _______(7) a push-button crossing cars will not stop until the lights change _______(8) your favour. Look_______ (9) instructions written _______(10) the road; these will tell you _______(11) which direction you can expect the traffic to come. More and more cities and towns are creating traffic-free zones _______(12) the city centre _______(13) pedestrians.

E. Read the text. Decide which answer A, B, C or D best fits each space. Then answer the questions.										***

London Transport Museum
This collection of buses, trams and underground trains (1) ______________ from the earliest horse-drawn omnibuses to a present-day Hoppa bus. (2) ______________ in the iron, glass and brick Victorian Flower  Market of Covent Garden, which was (3) ______________ in 1872, the museum is particularly good for children, who (4) ______________ put themselves in the driver’s seat of a bus or an underground train, operate signals and chat (5) ______________ one of the actors playing the part of a 19th-century tube-tunnel miner. London’s bus and train (6) ______________ have long been prolific patrons of artists, and the museum holds a (7) ______________ collection of 19th and 20th – century commercial (8) ______________. Copies of some of the best posters and (9) ______________ by artists such as Graham Sutherland and Paul Nash – are (10) ______________ sale at the museum shop.

1	A. ranges	B. rates	C. rages	D. rains
2	A. located	B. housed	C. homed	D. positioned
3	A. got	B. sold	C. built	D. damaged
4	A. have	B. had	C. could	D. can
5	A. to	B. with 	C. in	D. for
6	A. stations	B. buildings	C. offices	D. companies
7	A. fixed	B. fat	C. fine	D. funny
8	A. art	B. act	C. architecture	D. access
9	A. jobs	B. works	C. words	D. things
10	A. of	B. at	C. on	D. from

1. What is exhibited in the London Transport Museum?  
2. Why is the museum particularly good for children?
3. Who is the museum supported by?

6. Grammar Focus
Comparative and Superlative Adjectives
A.
Study these examples:A.: A Hydraulic booster makes it easier to steer the bus.B.: A trolleybus is not featured by the greatest speed of the public transport.Note: Some two-syllable adjectives can take either -er/ - est or more/most, e.g.: clever, stupid, pleasant, gentle, narrow, friendly, polite, common, happy, quiet, simple, expensive, clean, safe, true, free, wise. 

B. Compare these things:

1.  wood and  steel ( hard / strong)
2.  a bus and a train ( comfortable)
3.  a tram and a train (slow)
4.  a child and an adult ( clever)
5.  diesel ( oil) and  electricity (common)
6.  metro and surface  transport ( cheap / popular)

C. Complete these sentences about the world today using the structure:

comparative + AND +  comparative

Example: Computers are becoming more and more important in our lives (important).

1. The world’s population is getting __________________ (big).
2. The problem of feeding all the people in the world is getting ___________ (bad).
3. Many of the world’s seas, rivers and lakes are becoming ________ (polluted).
4. Life is becoming ____________________________ (automated)

D. Complete the sentences using the and superlatives of the adjectives in brackets.
Example: What’s the most precious metal in the world?

1. I bought___________________ (reliable) washing machine I could find.
2. He is one of _____________________ (stupid) people I know.
3. __________________ (old) university in the world is in Morocco.
4. What is _______ (quick) way of getting from here to the station?
5.Everest is ____________ (high) mountain in the world.

E. Give both forms of the adjectives.

1. She is happy.
than I am – She is happier/ more happy than I am.
person I have ever met – She is the happiest / most happy person I have ever met.
2. This problem is simple.
than that one _____________________________________________
in the book ______________________________________________

3. This engine is quiet.
than mine  _______________________________________________
ever built _______________________________________________

4. The evening was very pleasant.
than  yesterday ___________________________________________
I ever had _______________________________________________

7.	Speaking Practice
Trolleybuses in Everyday Speech
Practice A.
	Do I have to change trolleybuses?
	There are crowds of people at the trolleybus stop.
	There is a conductor on the trolleybus.
	We’ll have to wait a trolleybus.
	Let’s queue up for a trolleybus.
	Do you mind our going by a trolleybus?
	The trolleybus is almost empty!
	Oh, how crowded the trolleybus is!
	Shall we get on (the trolleybus)?
	Where are you getting off (the trolleybus)?

Practice B. Student A translates the sentences into Ukrainian.
 Student B renders them again into English

Practice C.
a.	Work with a partner.
     You think the trolleybuses are a nuisance. Give your reasons.









































	Is travelling by train cheap/expensive? quick/slow? comfortable/ uncomfortable?
	Is it cheaper if you book in advance?
	Are there any discounts for students?

Make sure you know these words:

sleek				 – гладенький, блискучий
jumbo jet			– гігантський аеробус, реактивний літак
wagon			– вагон-платформа
freight vehicle		– вантажний транспорт

1. Read the Text										***
Eurostar
It is partly thanks to a railway that the UK’s links with continental Europe are growing ever closer. Eurostar is the international train service that operates from London and Ashford in England through the Channel Tunnel to Paris and Lille in France and Brussels in Belgium.
From these cities, passengers can connect to the railways throughout Europe. Services also run to Disneyland Paris and, in the winter skiing season, to the French Alps.
Eurostar is operated jointly by Eurostar (U.K.) Limited, French Railways(SNCF) and Belgium Railways (SNCB/NMBS). It now carries more people from London to Paris and Brussels than any airline, and research suggests that five times as many people in London and south-east England have visited Paris than before the service started. In return it brings millions of visitors to the U.K.
Each sleek, aerodynamic train carries up to 766 passengers, almost equivalent to two Boeing 747 jumbo jets. At 392 metres long, the trains are over one and a half times as long as the U.K. ’s tallest building Canary Wharf. Eurostar reaches speeds of up to 300 kph, making journey from London to Paris in just under three hours and to Brussels in two hours 40 minutes. A new rail link now under construction in south-east England will reduce these journey times by a further 40 minutes.
Those who want to take their car through the Channel Tunnel can catch Le Shuttle at Folkestone on the English coast or at Calais in France. Cars, coaches and freight vehicles are carried by 800-metre long rail freight vehicles – the largest purpose designed rail wagons in the world. The journey time from platform to platform is just 35 minutes.

2. Reading Comprehension
1. What countries are serviced by Eurostar?
2. How is an aerodynamic train characterized from the technical point of view?
3. What is the expected reduction of journey time?

3. Vocabulary Focus
Match the words in A with the corresponding equivalents in B.

A.	B.
1. purpose design	a. споруджується в теперішній час
2. train service	b. сконструйований спеціально для
3. five times as many	c. у п’ять разів більше
4. rail freight vehicles	d. служба руху






-able or -ible? 
A. Complete the adjectives in each set by using the correct letter. In addition, form the opposite using the correct prefix. The prefix will be one of the following:
il-, im-, in-, ir- or un-.
Finally, match the adjective formed with a suitable noun. Use each word 
























5. Vocabulary Exercises 
A. Read the text given below and decide which answer A, B, C or D best fits each space.

Chunnel or Brunnel?
In the 1856 a French engineer, Thomè de Gamond, suggested the building of a tunnel (1) __________ the English Channel. The well-known British engineers Brunel and Stephenson became interested and the French government agreed to the (2) __________. But in 1883 the British government stopped the plans for political reasons.
In the 1950’s and 1960’s engineers again worked on plans for a Channel link. (3) __________ looked at three different ideas: a tunnel through the rock under the sea-bed, a tunnel on the sea-bed and a bridge.
But in 1975 the British government again decided not to start the building (4) __________. This time the cost of the scheme (5) __________ too high.
In 1984 the idea came up for the third time. Both the British and the French governments showed interest. (6) __________ time there are two main suggestions: the Chunnel and the Brunnel.
The Chunnel is the favourite and cheapest plan. It is a double rail tunnel. Motorists cannot drive through this, but trains carry cars and lorries through the 
tunnel between England and France.
The Brunnel is the idea of the Euroroute company. It is for trains and road traffic. Trains use a tunnel all the (7) __________ way from England to France. Cars use a tunnel only for the middle of the journey. At (8) __________ ends there are bridges, from the land to islands several miles off the coast.
The cost of both ideas is very high, and work cannot start (9) __________ the two governments agree. Some people think this is 100 years too late. Others, mainly British people, do not want a link of any kind between Britain and the continent of Europe. It is taking them a long time to get used to the idea (10) __________ being Europeans.

1.   A. under        B. into	C. on		D. near
2.   A. design      B. scheme	C. circuit		D. schedule
3.   A. the            B. there	C. they		D. their
4.   A. action       B. activity	C. job		D. work
5.   A. are            B. is	C. was		D. be
6.   A. that           B. this	C. these		D. those
7.   A. route         B. path	C. way		D. road
8.   A. neither      B. either	C. no		D. both
9.   A. until          B. since	C. for		D. because
10. A. for             B. of	C. from		D. to

B. Read and decide which of these events are the most interesting to you.

Other Interesting Crossings
1785 	John Jeffries and Jean Pierre Blanchard first crossed the Channel by balloon.
1875 	Captain Matthew Webb swam across the channel. Thousands of people have done this since then.
1883 	William Terry rode from Midlands of England to Dover on tricycle, which changed into a rowing boat and took him across to France. 
1934 	The Frenchman Monsieur Flourens tried to cross from France on a huge rubber ball.
1959 	The first British hovercraft crossed from Calais to Dover in two hours three minutes.
Every year ‘mad’ Englishmen try to cross the Channel in all kinds of ‘boats’. Here are some of the sillier examples: a large bed, a giant gin bottle, a jacuzzi, a beer barrel, a parachute behind a boat.

C. a)Look at this schedule of “Important Dates” in the programme of the Channel Tunnel construction. Underline the key words in each statement. (Don’t underline more than FOUR words in any one statement).						***

Important Facts
2 April 1985	The French and British governments ask for proposals for the design and construction of a ‘fixed link’ between their two countries.
20 January 1986	A twin-bore rail tunnel, to be built by a company called Transmanche Link, is chosen as the way forward.
29 July 1987	The necessary formalities for the link are completed (namely the ratification of the treaty).
1 December 1987	Tunnelling under the seabed begins in the UK.
8 February 1988	Tunnelling under the seabed on the French side begins.
28 June 1988	Tunnelling under the land on the French side begins.
30 September 1988	Tunnelling under the land on the English side begins.
21 April 1990	Total length of tunnelling is now 75.7 km – half the total for the complete tunnel.
13 August 1990	The total length of tunnelling now reaches 100 km – two thirds of the total.
1 December 1990	The first breakthrough between tunnels started from France and from England is made. This is the first time in twelve thousand years that it has been possible to walk between the two countries.
28 June 1991	Tunnelling completed.

b) Find the words given in column A in the “Important Dates” and match them with their very brief explanations in column B.

A.	B.
1. proposals for the design and construction.	a. when the tunnel from France
                                                                                         met the tunnel from England
2. fixed link	b. the official arrangements
3. twin-bore	c. a permanent/solid connection
4. necessary formalities	d. suggestions for what the
                                                                                         Tunnel should look like and
                                                                                         how it should be built





D. Read these ‘Fascinating Facts’ about the Channel Tunnel and:
a) Put a tick beside the two which give permission for something; underline the one you think is the most important.

Fascinating Facts
1. All the train drivers are bi-lingual.
2. There is a system in the Tunnel for electrocuting stray animals.
3. It took 170 billion hours of work to complete the tunnel.
4. The boring of the Tunnel took three and a half years.
5. The police in England and in France have the power to arrest wrong-doers on each side of the Tunnel.
6. National frontiers are about 55 m beyond the toll-booth which you pass at the start of your journey.
7. The Eurotunnel company has the concession to run the Tunnel for 65 years but it is required to make a proposal for a drive-through tunnel by the year 2000 and this tunnel should be in use by 2020.
8. The main tunnels are between 25 m and 40 m below the sea.
9. There is a system for X-raying whole cars.

b) Read through the ‘Fascinating Facts’ again and put a circle round the key words in each statement. (Don’t circle more than FIVE words in any one statement.)												***














David Perry went to the (1) ____________________ to pick up a suitcase he had left there earlier in the day. Then he went to the (2) ____________________ and asked for a second-class (3) _____________________ to Hastings.
Five minutes later he was checking his London – Hastings (4) _____________________ to see what time his (5) _____________________ left. There was one at 12.15 from (6) _____________________ 12. He checked his watch. It was 11.55.
‘Good,’ he thought. ‘I can (7) _____________________ that one.’
As he walked towards (8) _____________________ 12, an old lady stopped him. She was pushing a (9) _____________________ which contained two large suitcases. She asked him if there was a train to Southampton soon. He looked up at the large (10) _____________________ above their heads. He soon found what he was looking for.
‘Yes, there’s a train leaving in fifteen minutes from (11) ______________________ 6,’ he said to her. ‘It’s an (12) ____________________.’ The old lady thanked him, and David hurried along.
The (13) _____________________ were quite full by the time he reached the (14) _____________________. He got into the second (15) ____________________ and, after putting his suitcase on a (16) _____________________, managed to find a (17) _____________________. It was a (18) _____________________ compartment. David was pleased as he was allergic to cigarette smoke.
Ten minutes after the train had left the (19) _____________________, the (20) ____________________ came round to check people’s (21) ___________________.
‘Is this a (22) _____________________?’ David asked.
‘No, you’ll have to (23) _____________________ at Eastbourne.’
‘And can you get something to drink on the train?’
‘Sorry, sir, there’s no (24) _________________ or (25) ________________ on this service, I’m afraid.’
‘Ah well, never mind,’ David thought to himself. ‘We’ll soon be in Hastings.’

F. Fill in the correct words derived from the words in brackets.

Le Compromise
One small but (1)   remarkable   (REMARK) success of the chunnel (the Channel tunnel) enterprise seems to be linguistic. You might think that there would have been some (2) __________ (ARGUE). Which language would be used to talk about the chunnel and things connected with it? English or French? No problems! A (3) __________ (WORK) compromise was soon established, in which English nouns are (4) __________ (COMBINE) with French words of other (5) __________ (GRAMMAR) classes. For example, the company that built the chunnel is called Transmanche Link (la Manche is the French name for the Channel), and the train that goes through the tunnel is (6) __________ (OFFICIAL) called Le Shuttle.





At the beginning of a wordun-		the opposite of		unmarriednon-		not				non-smokeranti-		against			anti-Americanpro-		in favour of			pro-Americanpre-		before			pre-warpost-		after				post-1960ex-		former			ex-Presidentre-			do again			re-startmis-		wrongly			mis-understandover-		too much			over-confidentAt the end of the word-ness		adjective → noun		darkness-able		verb → adjective		washable-en		adjective → verb		brighten-less		without			homeless-ful		a quantity			cupful-ish		approximately		youngish






Complete the following sentences using a word which starts with one of these prefixes.
1. In some countries men and women receive _________ pay. What do you think of the idea of equal pay for equal work?
2. I was sure I had locked the back door, but when we got back home, I found it _________.
3. John and his wife usually agree, but when it comes to money matters, they always _________.
4. We found people in country areas very friendly, but the people we spoke to in the cities were very _________.
5. I always thought that Bill was totally honest, so when I found out that he had been _________, I was very shocked.
6. The shop said the toy was _________, but it didn’t take the children long to break it!
7. I’ve always found Mary very kind, so I’m surprised that you said she was _________ to you.
8. I like nearly all fruit, but I have to say that I _________ bananas.
9. I was sure I had understood what you meant, but I obviously _________ you badly. I’m sorry.
10. I hope that peace and order will come out of the present situation of terrorism and _________.
11. At first we were satisfied with our hotel, but as it became noisier and noisier, we grew more and more _________.
12. You can bring cooked meat into Britain, but you can’t bring in _________ meat.
13. Some of your ideas are helpful, but I’m sorry to say that some are _________.
14. Last year’s festival was very _________, but this year’s is much better organized.
15. Twelve runners were qualified for the 100 metres, but two were _________ for using drugs.
16. Why don’t we stress the similarities between us, instead of the _________?
17. No sooner had we packed, than we had to _________ again. The plane was delayed for 24 hours.
18. The opponents of factory farming say it is _________. The natural thing is for animals to be outside, running free. 

C. Although the two most common ways of making opposites in English are to use un- or dis-, there are other prefixes:
in-	il-	im-	ir
There are no definite rules for which words take which prefixes. Do you know the opposites of these common words? Use the prefixes given above. 

1. ___possible			7. ___  mature			13.___experienced
2. ___complete			8. ___  correct			14. ___practical
3. ___responsible			9. ___  relevant			15. ___capable
4. ___direct				10. __  accurate			16. ___sensitive
5. ___sincere			11. ___visible			17. ___legal
6. ___legitimate			12. ___logical			18. ___convenient

D. Some adjectives can be made into nouns by adding –ness.
 Example:
dark – darkness 	loud – loudness 
Make nouns from the adjectives and use in the sentences below:
													***
cheerful _________	ill     _________		happy _________
smooth   _________	kind _________		weak  _________
dark       _________	sad   _________		rough  _________

1. I really appreciated your ________ when I was in hospital. It was so nice to have a visitor.
2. Can you find ________ in money or possessions?
3. You could tell how expensive her coat was by the ________ of the leather.
4. Chocolates are my biggest ________. What’s yours?
5. Did you see the ________ on the faces of the children dying of hunger in the Sudan?
6. We were still looking for somewhere to stay the night when ________ fell.
7. There are still lots of ________ which have no cure.
8. The journey was very uncomfortable. I was surprised by the ________ of the road.
9. The best thing about the survivors of the train crash was their ________.

E. Make four words of your own with each of these prefixes. They can be real words, or words you think you need – new, invented words. People often invent new words using prefixes.

1. anti-  ________________	________________
	________________	________________

2. pro-  ________________	________________
   ________________	________________







►	A day return to London, please.
►	A single to Birmingham, please.
►	Two day returns to Oxford, please.
►	An ordinary return to Cambridge, please.
►	And which platform is it, please?

Speaking to another passenger
Remember, if you speak to a stranger, you usually begin   with Excuse me.
►	Is this seat taken?
►	Are these two taken?
►	Do you mind if I move your bag, please?
►	Could you keep an eye on my things for a moment, please?
►	Do you mind if I close/open the window, please?
►	Is this (York) we’re coming to?
►	Do you know		if there’s a buffet car on the train?
if we’re on time?
what time we get to (York)?

A. Double drill.
Student A translates the sentences into Ukrainian.
Student B renders them again into English.

B. Fill in the spaces in this conversation:
You: A return to Victoria, _______.
Clerk: When are you coming back?
You: Tonight.
Clerk: And do you want an underground ticket as well?
You: Yes _______.
Clerk: Then you want a Capital card. That’ll be £8.40.
You: ____  _____  _____  _____.












	What means does Kharkiv transport include?
	How do Londoners call their underground railway?
	Where was the world’s first urban underground railway opened? When?

Make sure you know these words:

congestion			- перевантаженість (затор вуличного руху)
divert				- відводити, відхиляти
expel				- викидати, виштовхувати
necessitate			- робити необхідним, неминуче тягнути за собою
ensue				- слідувати

1. Read the Text										***
London Underground
It was thanks to horsedrawn vehicles, like stage coaches, and the congestion they caused in London’s streets, that people turned their thoughts to constructing an underground railway.
When it was opened in 1863, the London Underground, or ‘tube’ as it is affectionately known, was the world’s first urban underground railway. The first line ran between Paddington and Farringdon via King’s Cross and was operated by the Metropolitan Railway. Despite reports in The Times that Londoners would never take to travelling underground, the new railway was an immediate success.
The Metropolitan Railway bought specially designed steam locomotives to run through its tunnels. These were supposed to consume their own smoke by diverting it into the engine’s water tanks. In practice, the same had to be frequently expelled, necessitating the construction of ventilation shafts to the ground above.
Over the ensuing years, the London Underground expanded throughout the centre of the capital and beyond. Today’s network covers 415 kilometres, over one-third of them in tube tunnelling, and over 2.8 million journeys are made on the Underground each day.




1. Why did the Londoners turn their thoughts to constructing an underground railway?
2. What railway engine was bought by the Metropolitan Railway?
3. What is the distinctive symbol of London Underground?

3. Vocabulary Focus








1. They made an attempt to contact the German carmakers and had an __________________________.
2. As you reach the Academy where you study you see the __________________________.
3. The situation deteriorated over the __________________________.
4. Many sportswear companies have their own _________________________.





Look at the example from the text:1)…vehicles, like stage coaches…Here are some other examples with ‘like’:2) It is not like Stephen to be late.3) I don’t like the way he speaks to the children.4) Twenty years ago travel was nothing like as easy as it is now.5) Her hair is dark brown like mine.6) I’d like a cheeseburger, please.








a. as ‘you want’
b. as an example
c. as similar to something
d. as a verb to approve of something
e. as typical of a particular person
6	
f. as ‘not at all’

C. Read and give the corresponding translation of the sentences:

1. Things like plastic, paper and glass can all be recycled.
2. He’s never liked talking about people behind their backs.
3. It’s just like her to run away from her responsibilities.
4. This will be nothing like enough money.
5. A club should be like a big family.
6. At last he felt like a real driver.
7. Try to avoid fatly foods like cakes and biscuits.
8. There’s nothing like a nice cup of tea!
9. I like my coffee quite weak.
10. There’s something I’d like to tell you.

5. Vocabulary Exercises
A. Read the text. Decide which answer A, B, C or D best fits each space. Then answer the questions.										***

The Dominance of London
The arrangement of the country’s transport (1) __________ illustrates the dominance of London. London is at the centre of network, with a ‘web’ of (2) __________ and railways coming from it. Britain’s road-numbering system, (M for motorways, then A, B and C for class roads) is based on the (3) ___________ out of London that roads take.
It is notable that the names of the main London railway stations are known almost (4) __________ in the country, whereas the names of stations in other cities are only known to those who use them regularly or live nearby. The (5) __________of the London stations are: Charing Cross, Euston, King’s Cross, Liverpool Street, Paddington, St. Pancras, Victoria, Waterloo. Each runs trains only in a certain direction (6) __________ of London. If your journey takes you through London, you have to (7) __________ the Underground to get from one of these stations to another.

1. A. network		B. web		C. circuit		D. circle
2. A. rails			B. roads		C. lines		D. tracks
3. A. way			B. movement	C. directory		D. place
4. A. everybody		B. somebody	C. everything	D. something
5. A. signs			B. calls		C. surnames		D. names
6. A out			B. in			C. from		D. for
7. A take			B. use			C. bring		D. get

1. What comes from the centre of London’s transport network?
2. What symbols are used to number the roads in Britain?
3. Which direction do the well-known railway stations run the trains?

B. Fill in the blanks with one of the words given in the box. Read the text.
tramways			passenger			rolelinks				train				includedrivers			transport

The Jubilee line extension (1) ________ with the Docklands Light Railway (DLR), one of several light rail systems now operating in the UK. Others (2) ________ the Manchester Metrolink and the Tyre and Wear Metro. The DLR trains have no drivers, but are staffed by a (3) ________ captain who operates the doors and ensures the safety of the (4) ________. You can even listen to a guided tour as you travel high above the rejuvenated docks. Light rail and tramways are set to have a growing (5) ________ in meeting the country’s public transport needs in this new century. Up to 25 new (6) ________ are planned in major cities and conurbations.

Which two words did you not use?







Uses of ‘used to’
A.
Grammar SummaryIyouwetheyhe she itused todidn’t use toliveSomething which was true for a period in the past but, was not true later.Example: I used to smoke.He used to play squash until his accident.– Do you work full time?– Not now, but I used to before I had the children.It’s funny. I really enjoy cricket now but I didn’t use to.Question forms are unusual.NoteDid you use to…? is unusual; we usually say You used to …, didn’t you?Grammar CommentYou can always express used to in another way:Example: We used to go there on holiday.(We went there on holiday before, but we don’t go there now.)Used to always refers to activity in the past which is complete. It could refer to a period.Example: I used to live there.It could refer to a series of events.Example: I used to go there on warm Sunday afternoons.The most important thing about the past activity is that you see it as a whole, which is finished in the past.2. Notice the spelling in the question and negative forms.Example: Did you use to smoke a lot?She didn’t use to live there.This is because used to is a simple past tense. The question form is not very common.3. Remember not to confuse used to with (be) used to and (get) used to.

B. Old Mrs. Edwards was 97 on her last birthday. She lives alone and is very fit. Her memory is as good as it ever was. She can remember what life used to be like when she was a young woman. She often talks about it to anyone who will listen.
Complete what she says using (used to); sometimes you need the negative.

‘When I was young, girls never (1) ________ go out on their own. You always went out with friends, because you weren’t allowed to be alone with a young man. Oh, no, that never (2) ________ be allowed. Before I went out anywhere my father always (3) ________ ask where I was going and who I was going with, and when I would be back. And make-up – that was forbidden. Of course, as soon as I got out of the house I (4) ________ go behind the house and put it on and then take it off before I went home again. I (5) ________ disobey my father except when it came to make-up. My mother (6) ________ wear it so I didn’t see why I wasn’t allowed to as well.
Oh, but life was hard in those days. When I think of when we (7) ________ get up in the morning. We (8) ________ be up and washed by 6.30! Modern girls just wouldn’t do it, would they? And quite right too!
And all the housework – we (9) ________ clean out all the fires before 8 o’clock. In fact, we (10) ________ have to do all the cleaning by lunchtime.’

C. Write some true things about yourself.

1. When I was young I used to love ________ but now I never ________ it any more.
2. My mother always used to say how important it was to ________.
3. I never used to eat ________ but now I love it!
4. I used to think people who ________ were very strange, but now they seem quite normal!




WORD LIST: be a long way down under street
 be built of marble/granite/modern building materials
 buy a token
 get in the train
 get out at the station
 get to the street
 get/step off the escalator
 go down/up the escalator
 go out into the street




Using the words given below try to describe how you use the Underground.

B. Fares on the London Underground (the Tube) are not fixed, but are proportional to the distance travelled. There are ten lines in the system: the Bakerloo, Central, Circle, District, Jubilee, Metropolitan, Northern, Piccadilly, Victoria and Waterloo and City lines.
Read the dialogues about how to use the London Underground.

Dialogue 1
A: Which way do I go for Queensway, please?
B: Take the Bakerloo to Paddington; the District to Notting Hill and then get the Central.
A: Where do I go now?
B: Take the escalator on your right.

Dialogue 2
A: How do I get to Lancaster Gate, please?
B: Catch the Metropolitan to Liverpool Street and then change to the Central Line.
A: Which platform do I want?
B: Follow those signs. You can’t go wrong.

Dialogue 3
A: Which line do I take for Marble Arch, please?
B: That’s easy; it’s the next station down the Central Line.
A: How do I get down to the trains?
B: Get that lift over there.

Dialogue 4
A: Can you tell me the best way to get to Bond Street, please?
B: You want the Victoria to Oxford Circus and then you change on to the Central.
A: Which way do I go first?
B: Go straight down the stairs, and turn left at the bottom.

C. Now practise the following:
Practice 1
Example: Student A: Excuse me, but is this the right train for St. Pauls?
Student B: Yes, it’s three stops down the line.

1. A: ________ platform ________ Leicester Square?
    B: ________ two stops ________.

2. A: ________ side ________ Marble Arch?
    B: ________ the next stop ________.

3. A: ________ line ________Holland Park?
    B: ________ four stops ________.

4. A: ________ direction ________ Swiss Cottage?
    B: ________ the stop after next ________.

Practice 2
Example: Student A: Can you tell me the best way to get to Holborn, please?
Student B: Take the Bakerloo to Oxford Circus and change to the Central.

1. A: ________ Earls Court ________?
    B: ________ Metropolitan ________ Hammersmith ________ District.

2. A: ________ Knightsbridge ________?
    B: ________ Circle ________ South Kensington ________ Piccadilly.

3. A: ________ Regents Park ________?
    B: ________ Victoria ________ Oxford Circus ________ Bakerloo.

4. A: ________ Baker Street ________?
    B: ________ Northern ________ Aldersgate ________ Metropolitan.

5. A: ________ Liverpool Street ________?
    B: ________ Waterloo and City ________ the Bank ________ Central.

Practice 3
Example: Student A: Excuse me, please. Which way do I go for Notting Hill?
Student B: Notting Hill? Take the lift down to the Central Line.

1. A: ________ Piccadilly Circus?
    B: ________ escalator ________ Bakerloo ________.

2. A: ________ Tower Hill?
    B: ________ stairs ________ Circle ________.

3. A: ________ Bayswater?
    B: ________ lift ________ District ________.

4. A: ________ Waterloo?
    B: ________ stairs ________ Northern ________.

5. A: ________ Arsenal?
    B: ________ escalator ________ Piccadilly ________.
















	How do you get to the airport from your home city centre?
	What common questions do people ask in a Tourist Information Centre if they want to travel by air?
	What do you know about the largest and best known airport in Great Britain?

Make sure you know these words:

crumble away		 – руйнуватися
retreat			 – відходити, відступати
remnants			 – залишки, сліди
joy ride			 – розважальна подорож (на літаку, авто) без 
дозволу власника
heath	 – степ, пустир, порослий вересом
shack	 – халупа, будка

1. Read the text and answer the following questions				***
Part 1. Heathrow Airport
Heathrow’s history goes back 25 million years. As the chalk foundations of south-east England crumbled away, the advances and retreats of the sea formed a flat deposit of gravel. This flatness and the excellent drainage provided by the gravel made it a perfect site for an airport.
During the construction of the airport, archaeologists uncovered Stone Age tools, Bronze Age remains and the remnants of a Roman road. In the 13th century King Henry II cleared the forest and created Hounslow Heath. 
During the First World War (1914-18), the army used Hounslow Heath as a training aerodrome for the Royal Flying Corps. After the war, people would visit the aerodrome and take a ‘joy ride’. One gentleman paid to fly through London’s Tower Bridge. In 1929, the aerodrome’s tin shacks burnt down and the heath became a place for walks and playing golf.
That same year an aircraft enthusiast Richard Fairey set up an aeroplane company in nearby Hayes. He bought heathland at Heathrow to build the ‘Great West Aerodrome’ to test his planes. By the 1940s the government wanted a new airport near to the centre of London. They decided to develop the Great West Aerodrome and call it Heathrow.
Heathrow was officially opened on 31 May 1946. The first aircraft to land was a BOAC Avro-Lancastrian from Australia that had taken 63 hours to get there (two hours ahead of schedule). The aircraft could carry 13 people, but this had been reduced to six to accommodate beds, tables and chairs.
But in these early days comfort was not a priority. Tents and caravans were set up on the north side of the airport with a row of red telephone boxes and a post box beside them. There was no heating and most of the time the area was a sea of mud. These were small beginnings, but by the end of its first year Heathrow had already handled some 60,000 passengers.

1. How long does Heathrow’s history go back?
2. What is Hounslow Heath?
3. What for was Hounslow Heath used after the First World War?
4. What was Heathrow developed from?
5. How did Heathrow look like in those early days?

Make sure you know these words:
cater for		 – обслуговувати
blend in		 – гармоніювати, сполучати
satellite building		 – будинок-супутник
dock at stands		 – тут ставити на спеціально відведене місце

2. Read the text and answer the following questions				***
Part 2. Heathrow – Terminal 5
While rail travel in the UK has grown in recent years, travel by air, especially on international flights, has generally been growing at an even faster rate.
Forecasts show that demand for air travel at UK airports will increase substantially in the decades to come. With this in mind, a new terminal is planned for London Heathrow, the UK’s leading airport.
Terminal 5 will cater for some 30 million passengers a year, arriving, departing or transferring between flights. It will incorporate the very latest in passenger service and baggage system, together with an integral public transport interchange.
The new terminal has been designed by the internationally acclaimed architect, Richard Rogers to blend in with the surrounding landscape. Its wave-shaped roof and glazed sides will create a feeling of light and spaciousness and will allow passengers to move easily around the building. Aircraft will dock at stands at the main terminal or one of the satellite buildings, and passengers will be carried to these by an underground transit system. Terminal 5 will be able to cater for the newest and quietest aircraft of the future.

1. What is planned to build for London Heathrow in the nearest future?
2. What will Terminal 5 incorporate to cater for so many passengers?
3. What do you know about Richard Rogers?

3. Vocabulary Focus











4. leading					   d. buildings
5. satellite	e. aerodrome

B. Match the words from the text with the corresponding definitions. Write your answers in the boxes.
1. remnant	a. a small building that has not been
	 built very well
2. shack	b. a place where aircraft stop to wait
	 for passengers
3. accommodate	c. a system for moving people from
	  one place to another
4. stand	d. a small part of something that 
	 remains after the rest of it has been 
	 used, destroyed, or eaten
5. transit	e. to provide someone with a place 







Remember that learning word partnership may be a better way to build your vocabulary than just learning miscellaneous new words.






























































After Penny Dawson parked her car in the (1) _________ at (2) _________ 3 at Heathrow (3) _________, she made her way to the British Airways (4) _________. She was going to Paris for the weekend and only had one small suitcase to (5) _____________. She also had a shoulder-bag, but that would go as (6) _________.
She handed over her (7) _________ to the girl and asked if she could sit in a (8) _________ seat.
‘(9) _________ or window?’
‘(10) _________, please,’ Penny answered.
The British Airways girl gave her a (11) _________ and wished her a pleasant (12) _________. Penny thanked her and made her way towards the (13) _________. Before she got there she had to go through the (14) _________ where her bag was X-rayed, and then she had to show her (15) _________ to an (16) _________.
The first thing she did was to buy some cheap (17) _________ goods for the friends she was going to stay with. Then she sat down near the large (18) _________ to wait for her flight to be called.
Eventually, the board showed that Flight BA 325 to Paris was now (19) ______________ through (20) _________ 25.
The plane (21) _________ on time and, forty-five minutes later, (22) ________________ at Charles de Gaulle airport in Paris. Once off the plane, she followed her fellow-passenger to the (23) _________ area to pick up her suitcase. Before getting there she had to go through (24) _________ and show her passport again.
After a short wait, her suitcase finally appeared on the (25) _________. She picked up and quickly passed through (26) _________ where her friends, she hoped, would be waiting for her.

B. Read the text. Decide which answer A, B, C, or D best fits each space.

British Airports
The majority of Britain’s largest and best known airports are run by the British Airports Authority – the rest are owned by a local (1) _________ or are in private hands. All BAA airports offer up-to-date (2) _________ , including 24-hour banking, shops, cafés, hotels and restaurants. (3) _________ is strict at all British airports and it is important never to leave (4) _________ unattended.
If you are starting your visit in London, flights to Gatwick or Heathrow are equally (5)_________. But if you plan to visit northern England, there are an increasing number of (6) _________ going to Birmingham, Newcastle and Manchester, while for Scotland you can fly to Glasgow or Edinburgh.
Heathrow has four terminals and some others have two. Before you (7) _________ , check with the airport from which terminal your flight leaves.
During severe weather conditions in the winter months, your flight may be diverted to another (8) _________. If this happens, the airline will organize transportation back to your original (9) _________.
British Airways has flights to nearly all the world’s important destinations. Other British international airlines include Virgin Atlantic, with routes to the USA and to the Far East, and British Midland, which flies to Western Europe.
The main American (10) _________ offering scheduled (11) _________ to Britain include Delta, US Air and American Airlines. From Canada, the main (12) _________ are Canadian Airlines and Air Canada. From Australasia, the national carriers Qantas and Air New Zealand vie with many Far Eastern (13) ____________.
Britain imposes an airport tax on all departing passengers – currently £10 for (14) _________ and EC routes, and £20 for non-EC and long-haul flights.

1. A. administration	B. authority		C. officer		D. business
2. A. facilities	B. commodities	C. comfort		D. amenities
3. A. security	B. guard		C. safety		D. saving
4. A. things	B. cases		C. baggage		D. backpacks
5. A. easy	B. good		C. comfortable	D. convenient
6. A. routes	B. flights		C. roads		D. ways
7. A. start	B. go			C. fly			D. leave
8. A. point	B. stand		C. terminal		D. airport
9. A. destination	B. point		C. place		D. site
10. A. air-ships	B. airlines		C. airports		D. air terminals
11. A. friendship	B. help		C. service		D. support
12. A. carriers	B. transits		C. travels		D. journeys
13. A. mates	B. friends		C. helpers		D. rivals
14. A. home	B. family		C. domestic		D. country

C. Now study the following table and then complete the sentences below it:
													***
AIRPORT	INFORMATION	DISTANCE TO CITY CENTRE	TAXI FARE TO CITY CENTRE	PUBLIC TRANSPORT TO CITY CENTRE
Heathrow	020-8759 4321	14 miles (23km)	£25-30	Rail: 15 minTube: 40 min
Gatwick	01293 535353	28 miles (45 km)	£40-45	Rail: 30 minBus: 70 min
Stansted	01279 680500	37 miles (60 km)	£45-50	Rail: 45 minBus: 75min
Manchester	0161 4893000	10 miles (16 km)	£10-12	Rail: 15 minBus: 30 min
Birmingham	0121 7675511	8 miles (13 km)	£12-15	Bus: 30 min
Newcastle	0191 2860966	5 miles (8 km)	£7-10	Metro: 20 minBus: 20 min
Glasgow	0141 8871111	10 miles (16 km)	£12-15	Bus: 20 min
Edinburgh	0131 3331000	5 miles (8 km)	£12-15	Bus: 15 min

1. There are ________ major airports in Britain.
2. Stansted is the ________ airport.
3. Birmingham is ________ away from the City Centre.
4. The cheapest taxi fare to the City Centre is ________.
5. It takes you ________ minutes to get to Edinburgh by bus.
6. You can get to the City Centre by ________, by ________ and by _______.
7. If you need the information about the flights to Manchester phone ________.
8. Heathrow is ________ nearer to the City Centre than Gatwick.
9. ________ are the most time consuming types of public transport.
10. The table gives you the information about __________________________.







Britain has about 130 licensed airports but only a handful of these are equipped (1) ___ long-haul traffic. The largest is London’s Heathrow, the world’s busiest international airport and one (2) ___ Europe’s central routing points for international air travelling. It is served (3) ___ most (4) ___ the world’s leading airlines (5) ___ direct flights from nearly all the major cities. The other major international airports include Gatwick, Manchester, Glasgow, Newcastle, Birmingham and Edinburgh. Smaller airports such as London City, Bristol, Norwich and Cardiff have daily flights (6) ___ European destinations.

E. Read the text. Find the words which mean the following and write them in the blanks:												***

Travelling within Britain by Air
Britain’s size means that internal air travel only makes sense over longish distances, where it can save a great deal of time – for example, London to Scotland, or to one of the many offshore islands. Air fares can be expensive, but if you book well ahead, fares can be up to three times cheaper than if you just turn up at the airport – although you are still always guaranteed a seat. The British Airways shuttle flights that operate between London and such cities as Glasgow, Edinburgh and Manchester are extremely popular with business travellers. At peak times of the day, flights leave every hour, while at other times there is usually a flight every two hours. Bad weather can cause delays or diversions during the winter months. Even on domestic flights, security is stringent, and you should never leave your bags unattended.

1. An air travel inside the country. __________
2. Islands that are in the sea and not far from the coast. __________
3. To arrive at an airport, especially in a way that is unexpected. __________
4. Frequent flights between two places. __________
5. The period when the greatest number of people are doing the same thing, using the same service, etc. __________
6. A change in the direction or the act of changing something .__________

F. Use the words given in the brackets to form a word that fits in the space and read the text. Consult a dictionary if required.

Airports
The main London airport is Heathrow (LHR), which is 15 miles west. Gatwick (LGW), the second airport, is (1)   situated   (SITUATE) 27 miles south of London. In addition there are two other airports: London City (10 miles east), which handles European business flights (2) _______ (MAIN), and Stansted (37 miles north) which handles international flights and is fast (3) _______ (DEVELOP) as the airport for cut-price flights to all over the world. Heathrow and Gatwick handle by far the most international flights and both have easy and convenient transport into (4) _______ (CENTRE) London.
Arriving from Heathrow
There is a direct service by train from Heathrow to Paddington station, which takes 15 minutes and leaves every 15 minutes. It is quite an (5) _______ (EXPEND) option. The underground also goes direct to and from central London (Piccadilly Circus) to Heathrow via the Piccadilly line. The underground is much (6) _______ (CHEAP) than the train, but it can take up to 90 minutes. If your destination is west London the underground may prove to be the most sensible form of transport.
Coaches and busses (Airbus A1 and A2) run (7) _______ (REGULAR) from the airport throughout the day and night. Again, if your destination is west London this will prove (8) _______ (CONVENIENCE), otherwise the end of the journey is Victoria coach station and you will have to organize the remainder of the journey from there.
Black taxis and local taxi services are available from Heathrow to London and the (9) _______ (SURROUND) area (around to central London). There is a black taxi rank where you can queue, although other taxi services will need to be (10) _______ (PRE-ORDER).
Arriving from Gatwick
The Victoria to Gatwick Express train runs every 15 minutes during the day and every 30 minutes during the night. The journey takes approximately 30 minutes.
In (11) _______ (ADD), there is a regular bus service (Flightline 777) to Victoria coach station throughout the day and night.
There is no black taxi rank at Gatwick, but local taxi services are available (around £40 to central London). Ask at the information desk.
Arriving from other London airports
	London city: links to London via overground train or Docklands Light railway. A taxi will cost around £20.
	Stansted: train to Liverpool Street station and National Express bus service. A taxi will cost about ₤35.
	Luton airport: a bus service to London. A taxi will cost about £50.

6. Grammar Focus
Uses of ‘have something done’
A.
IntroductionCompare these situations.Example: Claire decorated the room.	Claire had the room decorated.(She did the work herself.)		(A decorator did the work.)We can use have in a passive structure. Claire had the room decorated means that she arranged for a decorator to do it for her as a professional service.FormLook at these examples.HAVESOMETHINGDONEYou shouldhaveyour carservicedregularly.Mark usuallyhashis suitscleanedat Superclean.We  onlyhadthe televisionrepairedlast year.You’vehadyour haircut.Our neighbours arehavinga new garagebuilt.Is Melanie havinga new cookerinstalled?Note that we can use the perfect or the continuous (have had, are having).In negatives and questions in simple tenses, we use a form of do.Example: Mark doesn’t have his suits cleaned at Fastclean.We didn’t have new windows put in because it was too expensive.Do you have your car serviced regularly?Where did you have your hair cut?Get something doneWe can also use get something done.Example: We must have another key made. OR We must get another key made.The sentences have the same meaning, but get is more informal than have.Here are some more examples with get.Example: Laura got her shoes repaired.We’re getting the carpet cleaned.Where did you get your hair cut?Do you get your heating checked every year?Have meaning ‘experience’We can use have in this structure with the meaning ‘experience something’, often something unpleasant. Example: We had all our money stolen.The car had its mirror pulled off.

B. Read about each situation and write sentences with  have something done.
Example: Melanie is paying the man who has repaired her bicycle.
Melanie has had her bicycle repaired.

1. David went to the hospital. A nurse bandaged his arm.
_______________________________________________________________
2. Daniel is going to the dentist. She’s going to fill his tooth.
_______________________________________________________________
3. Laura is walking around town while her photos are being developed.
_______________________________________________________________

C. Look again at Exercise B. The jobs are all done now. Complete the questions using get something done. 
Example:   Mike: Where did you get your bicycle repaired, Melanie?

1. Harriet: Why ___________________________________________
2. Emma: Where ___________________________________________
3. Sarah: Where ___________________________________________

D. Have meaning ‘experience’ .
Say what happened to these people.
Example: Claire (whose luggage was searched in customs)
Claire had her luggage searched in customs.

1. Tom (whose car was stolen from outside his house)
_______________________________________________________________
2. Rita (whose rent was increased by ten per cent)
_______________________________________________________________






A. Group work. Decide together which of the following things can be carried onto an airplane, in the addition to one small carry-on bag.

umbrella	skis		radio		magazines		guitar
binoculars	a pet		camera	a plant		child’s stroller
coat	briefcase	handbag	sandwiches		laptop computer

For example: You’re allowed to take an umbrella.

B. Group work. Now decide which of the following activities are permitted or forbidden on a plane:

drinking	smoking		opening doors and windows	playing ball




 Imagine that you’re talking to a foreigner who is going to visit your country for the first time. Think of questions a foreigner might ask. Take turns giving advice about the habits a foreigner would have to get used to. Talk about some of these things:
Getting into the country: crossing the border, passport, customs, visa, vacations
Transportation: public transportation, driving a car, taking taxis, cycling
Shopping: kinds of stores, finding bargains, paying with cash or a credit card
Eating: restaurants, cafes, table manners, meal times
Social behavior: meeting strangers, visiting people at home, inviting people out
Language: where English can be used, where your own language must be used
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Teacher to boy on first day at school:
Teacher: Aren’t you going home now?
Boy: My father says I have to stay at school until I’m 18.




















They’ll make a lovely couple.

The bride and the groom are very nice young people.

The bride’s father has bought them a big flat.

The couple’s parents look happy.

The bride is wearing a beautiful wedding dress.

3. What were they wearing?

4. How do you think they got in?

2. Did you see the robbers?

1. What’s your name?

5. What did they take?

6. Has this ever happened before?

Show respect to teachers
Arrive no later than 8:20
Always write down lectures
Speak only English at your English classes
Keep silence when teacher is talking












Is it necessary to…?

Do I have to…?
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